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1. Executive Summary
The City of New Westminster [CNW] is a community contemplating how to
better align its local economy, community experience and standard of living
for renewed prosperity in the digital era. This document is a roadmap and
strategic approach to re-position the City as an “Intelligent City” [IC], a term
coined by, and model developed by, the New York think tank, Intelligent
Community Forum [ICF]. ICF studies and promotes the use of broadband
(high-speed Internet access) in economic and community development for
balanced and inclusive prosperity in what they term the Broadband Economy.
By pursuing these IC goals and executing on these strategies, New
Westminster can re-position itself as a cohesive, inclusive and attractive
community, and a prosperous centre of digital innovation and economic
activity in the Metro Vancouver region.
Infrastructure
Goals
CNW’s future as an Intelligent City in the digital economy built on local
access to the “Information Superhighway” – a local digital/ broadband
distribution network that is:
•

accessible to users

•

competitively and reasonably priced

•

planned and built for performance.

Strategy
Leverage all networks – wired and wireless – that offer the highest
speeds, the greatest reach and competitive pricing.
Engage with existing network operators who compete to provide
services and seek to grow (both networks and users).
Adopt a City-owned open access network model.
Marketing & Advocacy
Goals
Local awareness and support critical to success and legitimately
claiming IC status.
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Strategy
Immediately gearing up and launching CNW’s IC background narrative,
brand development and communications plan to envelope planning,
execution and results in the other four Key Indicator Sub-Committees.
Digital Inclusion
Goals
Policies, projects and events for residents and groups facing barriers of
location, physical access, age, language, culture, race, financial means,
and physical and mental capacity.
Strategy
Align ICAC, New Westminster Public Library, Social Planning, Public
Education, and Heritage and Culture initiatives as parts of a
comprehensive IC campaign – including retrospectively.
Develop a policy to integrate Digital Inclusion into City services.
Innovation
Goals
An innovation zone (business incubator, specialized partnership
program, etc.) is a long term goal. In the near term, New Westminster
can establish and validate the foundational beginnings of an innovation
ethos.
Strategy
Establish a policy beachhead and develop in a sustainable progression:
•

Espouse “Innovation” as a City value

•

Lead by example with an in-house Innovation program

•

Recognize and celebrate existing local grassroots innovators

•

Facilitate new innovation among residents, students, businesses
and institutions.

Knowledge Workforce
Goals
Attract and retain New Westminster’s children and student visitors with
vision for their own creativity and potential in ICT and digital media – as
creators, not just consumers.
Strategy
June 2014
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Reach out to the city’s residents with the IC message and ethos by
engaging the digital needs among its:
•

middle and secondary schools

•

post-secondary institutions

•

immigrant population.

Rhyzome Networks’ Consultants affirm that adopting the ICF model early in
the game will be a tremendous advantage for focusing efforts with strategy,
measurement and marketing. In short, a balanced, inclusive approach to
economic and community development undergirded with accessible,
dependable and affordable broadband.
The Consultants recommend a general strategy of partnership with
institutional, business and citizen organizations. A small city like New
Westminster already dealing with constrained finances will fare better and
build momentum faster by assuming, actively seeking and accommodating
partnerships. They make the story more broadly based and inclusive, garner
participants’ time and effort in shared increments, and foster a communitywide culture of cooperation for a common digital future.
ICF’s Intelligent Community Award designations serve as
internationally benchmarked, globally recognized, third-party validation to any
city’s claims to be an Intelligent City, i.e. a great place to live and work in the
Broadband Economy. Rhyzome recommends that New Westminster
seriously consider participating in the Awards program as a way to focus and
validate the City’s IC efforts.
We recommend a first-round ICF Smart21 award submission as an
orientation exercise when needs, proposals, projects and events are
identified and launched for all five ICF Key Indicators. The Awards cycle will
also serve as a set of self-imposed deadlines and performance indicators. At
minimum, the exercise would serve as a revealing and useful selfassessment at this early stage of development as an Intelligent City.
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2. Background
In June 2012, the Economic Development Task Force produced a milestone
document, “Intelligent City Task Force Report”, that compiles:
•

current state analysis of New Westminster in light of the Broadband
Economy

•

discussion of the Intelligent City concept and cities who have pursued
renewal leveraging digital means, particularly cities engaged with the
ICF process

•

initial suggestions for CNW’s consideration in each of ICF’s Key
Indicators

Intelligent City Advisory Committee
Subsequently, in Spring 2013, the Intelligent City Advisory Committee was
formed, comprising of local stakeholder volunteers and City staff. The
Intelligent City Advisory Committee [ICAC] adopted the Intelligent City
moniker and their five ICF Intelligent Community Key Indicators as criteria, to
research and consider how the IC model could serve to steer New
Westminster toward renewed prosperity in the digital era.
Their Intelligent Community Key Indicators, are:
•

Infrastructure

•

Knowledge Workforce

•

Digital Inclusion

•

Innovation

•

Marketing & Advocacy.

ICAC formed five respective Sub-Committees to research and make
recommendations specific to these criteria.
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This Intelligent City Consultation and Roadmap Methodology
In November 2013, the City contracted two representatives of Rhyzome
Networks of Stratford, Ontario, to familiarize themselves with the city and
propose a strategy and roadmap for CNW’s own Intelligent City efforts.

The consulting team made three in-person visits to New Westminster:
•

Dec. 4 - 6, 2013

•

Feb. 17 & 18, 2014

•

May 2014

They met with:
•

CNW’s Intelligent City Advisory Committee (ICAC)

•

City Council

•

Senior City staff

•

Other community stakeholders.

The Rhyzome team’s approach also included:
•

Online research, including ICAC sub-Committee reports and the
Intelligent City Task Force Report

•

Phone calls, WebEx and email

•

PowerPoint presentations – ICAC (3), City senior staff, City Council (2)

•

Powernoodle, stakeholder collaboration platform – license, training
and support materials

•

Trending.info community Twitter portal – license and setup

•

Draft report document submissions and feedback

•

Final document and final presentation.
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3. Vision: New Westminster as an Intelligent City
As a community and economy, New Westminster retains organic and
situational advantages – location in Greater Vancouver, a usable riverfront
along the Fraser River, discernable downtown and uptown districts (versus
amorphous urban sprawl), heritage architecture and characterful
neighbourhoods, notable cultural diversity in the citizenry, manageable scale
and density, convenient highway access and five TransLink stations.
The city’s economy has undergone significant turnover and is generally
viewed as Vancouver’s more affordable neighbourhood. The good news in
this is that the back of the pack can be a strategic vantage point to re-group,
re-tool and surge ahead.
As it is, economies abhor a vacuum and New Westminster is already
garnering rapid growth. The proposition for the City leadership and
stakeholders is deciding what kind of growth they want to foster.
From ‘wired’ to ‘smart’ to ‘Intelligent’
It will be helpful to think of the IC model as an evolution from a ‘wired city’ to a
‘smart city’ to an ‘Intelligent City’:
•

A ‘wired city’ is any community with enough jacks, hotspots and
dishes to claim that public, commercial and residential users can
readily access the Internet via telephone lines, cable television,
cellular, satellite, Wi-Fi and optical fibre.

•

A ‘smart city’ finds ways to use all that wiring to tactically improve
local services and products with broadband applications (egovernment, utility services, online education resources, healthcare
data networks, first responder communications, digital signage, etc.).

•

An ‘Intelligent Community’ (coined by ICF) strategically adopts policies
and applications to foster public and private use of broadband to
create a more prosperous, inclusive city for its governments,
institutions, businesses, residents and visitors – in short, an Internetsavvy culture.
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So the experience for the city is developmental:
wiring >> applications >> culture.
‘Intelligent’ is a Lifestyle
The Intelligent Community experience is an ongoing process and not a
singular destination. And central to CNW’s success will be active stakeholder
engagement with a clearly defined IC community narrative delivered via a
proactive communications plan to generate community support and attract
usage of your planned broadband infrastructure.
Early in this IC process, ICAC adopted the ICF model of what constitutes an
Intelligent City. ICF gathers, measures and shares best practices from cities
around the world, often in the process of recovery and reinvention, through
submissions for their annual Intelligent Community Awards. Hundreds of
cities enter each year, winnowed to the year’s Smart21, then the Global
Top7, and ultimately the Top Intelligent Community of the Year.
The Rhyzome Consultants affirm the ICF model and best practices are a
good fit for New Westminster in the aspiration to position and validate CNW
as an “Intelligent City” equipped and enthusiastic for economic and
community development in the digital era.
Four of ICF’s five Intelligent Community Indicators play to New Westminster’s
strength of civic identity and values for livability – a distinct, people-oriented
city embedded within Metro Vancouver, with the collective will to remain so:
Knowledge Workforce speaks to recognition that New Westminster’s
children must be prepared for life and work the Digital Economy, local
income earners need to be adept and comfortable working with digital
means, and new employment will be heavily oriented toward digital
skills.
Digital Inclusion aligns naturally with New Westminster’s motivation to
serve and accommodate residents facing barriers of language, culture,
race, economy, physical access and mental health.
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Innovation in New Westminster can be fostered and encouraged with
access to resources, partnerships and projects, facilities, occasions and
events, awareness, recognition and promotion.
Marketing & Advocacy – New Westminster’s human scale and face-toface community connections are advantages in conveying CNW’s
unfolding digital experience and generating buy-in among residents and
organizations for the Intelligent City concept.
Infrastructure, is both foundational and objective: a rational business
case to provide New Westminster residents, businesses, institutions
and visitors with reliable, accessible and affordable broadband service
essential to support an Intelligent City.
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4. The Digital Economy: New Westminster
The World is Going This Way
The Canadian Chamber of Commerce recently published an inspiring study
of both newly-designed cities and reinventing cities around the world that are
embracing and re-engineering for the digital economy. In general, the
Chamber found:
Cities that provide well functioning and efficient environments for
businesses and individuals will be more able to attract and retain
skilled workers and sustain more productive and profitable businesses
…
The important thing about the smart city concept is that it uses
intelligent systems to manage common services. The infrastructure
needs to be sufficiently flexible so that it can be constantly updated—
the very essence of intelligent technologies is the speed at which they
evolve. Many of the technologies being put in place today may soon
become obsolete.
In relation to existing cities like New Westminster contemplating wholesale
reinvention, the Chamber points out challenges:
Retrofitting existing infrastructure with smart technologies can be
complex, disruptive and expensive. Moreover, there are multiple
parties, stakeholders and processes involved, requiring clear sighted
orchestration and oversight. Cities also face budget constraints, and
governments funds are already committed or assigned to other
purposes.
The only Canadian city cited by the Chamber in this study is Stratford
Ontario:
Few Canadians are aware of the changes that have been made in
Stratford. Significant as they are, they are incremental, not
revolutionary. Stratford’s experience suggests that smart technologies
are equally relevant in smaller communities, although they may be
used in different ways, such as for distance learning, telecommuting or
telemedicine.
Rhyzome’s Consultants affirm that New Westminster is also in a position to
evolve with intention its own unique future as a smart or intelligent city. In
particular, New Westminster has a historic depth, clearly delineated footprint,
growing density, proximity to Vancouver, civic diversity, inclusive culture, and
pockets of innovation – parts that can be brought together as a greater sum
as an Intelligent City.
June 2014
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New Westminster aligns well with urban theorist Richard Florida’s “3Ts”:
Talent, Technology and Tolerance. In The Rise of the Creative Class, he
writes:
Each [of the 3Ts] is a necessary but by itself insufficient condition for
prosperity; for real innovation and sustained economic growth a place
must offer all three. Tolerance—or, broadly speaking, openness to
diversity—provides an additional source of economic advantage that
works alongside technology and talent. The places that are most open
to new ideas and that attract talented and creative people from across
the globe broaden both their technology and talent capabilities, gaining
substantial economic edge.
(Emphasis added.)
Recovery from the current economic challenges that face New Westminster
will be well served by the city’s tolerant and inclusive ethos, leveraged by
local innovators, entrepreneurs and intrapreneurs on a comparable and
competitive broadband infrastructure.
ICAC Efforts Align with CNW’s Strategic Plan for Livability
The IC Key Indicators are retention and attraction strategies that overlay and
align well with the wide ranging characteristics identified in CNW’s current
strategic plan:
•

Livable Community –Infrastructure, Innovation, Digital Inclusion

•

Maintain or increase non-residential tax base – Knowledge Workforce,
Innovation (business creation), Marketing & Advocacy (EcDev)

•

Maintain or increase share of employment – Knowledge Workforce,
Infrastructure, Marketing & Advocacy (attraction), Innovation
(business creation)

•

Diverse Economy – Innovation, Knowledge Workforce, Infrastructure

•

Retain heavy industry as long as possible – Infrastructure, Knowledge
Workforce

•

Capture growth in strong areas – Innovation, Knowledge Workforce

•

Growth in public and private sectors – Innovation, Knowledge
Workforce, Digital Inclusion.

The Canadian Chamber concludes:
Cities that embrace innovation—including smart technologies that
enable well-functioning and efficient environments for their citizens
and businesses—can position themselves to thrive. They can attract
talent, new business development and investment and significantly
increase their competitiveness.
June 2014
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What will that look like in New Westminster?
ICF has studied cities around the world that have undergone this
transformation and prospered as a result. Their conclusion:
There is no "one best model" for economic development in the
broadband economy. Each successful community develops strategies
based on its unique history and challenges, and overcomes specific
local obstacles to put programs into place.
But successful strategies share many common elements, and
communities can learn enormous amounts from each other's successes
and failures, and by sharing with others, speed their own development
as well.
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5. Key Intelligent City Goals and Strategies
The concept of an Intelligent City is balanced and broadly based
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5.1. Infrastructure
The New Broadband Network
Just as New Westminster’s founding and prosperity have been enabled by
and depended upon successively developed transportation networks:
•

water

•

rail

•

highway

•

public transit

CNW has facilitated their commercial and public uses for the economic and
community development of the city. Think of high-speed Internet as the
newest transportation network in the transition from commodity distribution, to
people distribution, to data distribution.

5.1.1

Goals

CNW’s future as an Intelligent City in the digital economy will depend on local
access to the “Information Superhighway” – a local digital/broadband
distribution network that is:
•

•

•

accessible to users
o

public services (municipal, regional, utility, first responders, etc.)

o

institutions (education, healthcare, organizations, etc.)

o

business (retail, enterprise, SMEs, startups, tourism, etc.)

o

remaining industries

o

redevelopment areas

o

residents

o

visitors

competitively and reasonably priced
o

connection costs

o

usage fees

planned and built for performance
o

speed

o

stability

o

mobility and ubiquity
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o

networked with international Internet Exchanges [IX] for global
reach.

CNW has an important opportunity to strengthen and grow the broadband
infrastructure serving its citizens, businesses and institutions. This role
involves the effective stewardship and utilization of existing networks while
encouraging ongoing investments; private operators, national telecom
carriers and public networks.
The goal is to leverage all networks; wired (copper, fibre optic) and wireless
(cellular, wifi, satellite…) in a manner that offers the highest speeds, the
greatest reach (access) and ongoing competitive pricing.
5.1.2

Strategy

The most effective broadband infrastructure strategy is to engage with
existing network operators, most of whom compete to provide services and
are seeking to grow (both networks and users).
5.1.3

Initiatives

CNW has many options to consider regarding the correct “balance” between
the goals of existing (and new) private network operators and the opportunity
to expand and grow a City owned open access network. This is best
described in the 2010 Mott MacDonald “Utility to Successful Utelco” White
Paper (see addendum) that studied global examples of municipal broadband
networks. In the following illustration, Mott MacDonald identifies a
“continuum” which other communities have experienced:
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5.1.4

Recommendations

1) The City should create an equal (OPEN) access digital broadband
infrastructure for the citizens of New Westminster. This initiative has been
effectively launched in early 2014.
2) The City will operate a passive infrastructure consisting of two parts:
•

Fibre ring, of adequate size, connecting all of the major sections of the
city

•

Conduit, pole standards and rights-of-ways, which allow users of the
infrastructure to connect to the ring.

The City will increase the coverage and size of the ring as necessary, and
will be responsible for all maintenance on the cable plant.
3) The operating company for this passive infrastructure will be the City
owned electric utility. The business model will recover costs from selling
strands on the ring to service providers and large institutions or
businesses. Service providers must provide plans for deploying wireless
services as well. Cost of last-metre to homes or business will be borne by
service providers, but the City will retain ownership of the cable. As others
require similar access, rebates may be given.
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4) The City should create an overall cabling plan, integrated with electrical
and sewer facilities.
5) The City should have exclusive rights to placing cable within the city limits
(controversial). But strand owners will have substantial rights to use and a
voice in cable maintenance.
6) The City should grant permission to use the ring and last-metre only if
certain conditions are met. Municipal access agreements should be
signed buy all users of the infrastructure.
7) An overall wireless access plan needs to be created, and integrated with
the cabling plan.

5.1.5

Suggested Timelines

1) An expression of interest in the utilization of such a passive infrastructure
should be issued and distributed to public and private sector
organizations.
2) Detailed broadband plan to be developed:
•

Should be reviewed by a panel of experts

•

Needs to include a master cabling plan, and integrated with overall
City planning.

3) Issues around last-mile rights and fees for such to be resolved.
4) There needs to be an identification of cabling cross-connect centres (ring
connect points) and transit exchanges, allowing interconnects and access
to other networks. Specifically seeking options to connect to fibre along
the five Skytrain stations.
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5.2 Marketing & Advocacy
5.2.1

Goals

The CNW goal is to effectively engage all local stakeholders and continually
communicate the intelligent community initiative as progress is made in
implementing its IC initiatives. Local awareness and support will be critical to
success and legitimately claiming IC status.
5.2.2 Strategy
Of the five ICF Key Indicators, the Rhyzome Consultants see the time is right
for gearing up and launching into Marketing & Advocacy, even as work
continues around the other four Sub-Committees, rather than catching up to
report on activity and impact after the fact.
5.2.3

Initiatives

Rhyzome Consultants point to three pressing needs that will serve the
coordination and awareness of developments in the other four IC subcommittees and ICF Key Indicators:
1. Intelligent City narrative and messaging that will help stakeholders
and audiences understand and support the City’s chosen direction
2. IC Branding to unify IC planning, efforts and results for maximum
awareness of efforts
3. Communications Planning to convey IC initiatives and build
awareness.
5.2.4

Recommendations

In preparation for external marketing and internal advocacy of CNW’s
Intelligent City story, we recommend development along this sequence:
Narrative, Branding, Communication Plan, and execution along the lines of
the Suggested Timeline.
5.2.5

Narrative

Why does this IC initiative make sense for New Westminster?
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•

New Westminster has a strong sense of its own discrete history –
identify common themes that carry from CNW’s inception, era to era,
generation to generation:
o

“firsts”

o

geography/setting – practicalities, logistics and symbolism

o

demographics – how the balance is shifting

o

economic transitions – the prevailing winds and their effects

o

previous challenges/traumas overcome

o

cultural threads and contributions

o

mentality/attitude/outlook characterizing CNW

o

most importantly, CNW’s opportunity to surge from the back of the
Metro Vancouver pack.

•

NW’s humane scale will make it easier to focus and re-frame the ICF
narrative as a logical extension of CNW’s heritage – to that end, the
narrative should be punctuated with local proofs and specifics:

•

o

neighbourhoods

o

institutions

o

organizations

o

businesses

o

individuals

o

events

o

locales

o

artifacts.

Be honest about the challenges – ICF is keenly interested in how
communities become overcomers:
o

traumatic changes

o

evolutionary shifts

o

turning points – up, down and sideways

o

public debates, policy decisions, points of resistance – collective
and individual

•

o

barriers identified, resources applied, partners engaged

o

the time and energy devoted to embracing change for the better.

The role of digital technologies –advantages of speed, convenience,
volume, cost, pricing, reach, ubiquity, scale, granularity,
personalization, etc.
o

June 2014
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o

what’s needed

o

the risk of passivity

o

benefits experienced by other communities

o

competitive position

o

the anticipated impact in CNW.

The goal: A simple, emotionally engaging story touching and connecting a
fond past, the challenges, the current context, the chosen direction, and
CNW’s cause for optimism.
When the Narrative has been established, you are ready to articulate the
brand by develop its branding.
5.2.6

Branding

Articulate the Narrative in a IC Brand Profile
•

What is the experience we are advocating, capturing and packaging
for public consumption and easy assimilation?

•

How can we give CNW residents, institutions, organizations,
businesses and outsiders convenient ‘handles’ to notice, examine,
absorb, buy-in and pass along the IC narrative and message?

5.2.7

Building the IC Brand Profile

Resist the temptation to start with a slogan – it will be glib and quickly
dismissed, if not derided. Guaranteed.
•

•

Sketch out the various audiences that will:
o

benefit by being aware of the IC initiative

o

support the concept and

o

can contribute to the campaign

An authentic brand is a two-part promise:
1. This is who we are, through thick and thin
2. This will be your experience with us

•

o

optimism is good – denial or glossy over-optimism will be ridiculed

o

avoid bland statements – platitudes anyone could claim as well

Create a 4-part brand profile for the Intelligent Community initiative:
o

Back Story

o

Market Position
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5.2.8

o

Tagline

o

Name

Back Story

Write a condensed 3-part, 1-2-page version of the story you will convey:
1. Your factual who, what, when and where
2. The current state and context, and what you’re doing about it
3. The lasting impact and legacy you strive for.
5.2.9

Market Position

Condense that Back Story into a 3-sentence paragraph (4 sentences
maximum) that summarizes:
•

the ‘high ground’ you are staking

•

the approach that distinguishes you from your colleagues and
competition

•

the change this initiative will leave in its wake.

5.2.10 Tagline
Distill the Market Position into a campaign tagline of 3-9 words:
•

the fewer words the better

•

symmetry helps, but not tired gimmicks (e.g. 3 words ending in -ation)

•

avoid blandness – the best taglines exhibit an element of risk
o

a dare, humour, surprise, quirk, tweak, “Huh?”

•

a single experiential ‘hook’ is best

•

pick a helpful emotion as the target
o

pride, comfort, hope, optimism, fun, loyalty, excitement, etc.

5.2.11 Name
The handle that people will use to identify your Intelligent City initiative:
•

align CNW’s strengths as a city and culture, with broadband and
digital possibilities

•

articulate the vision with credible, easy-to-grasp handles

•

don’t confuse locals and/or broader market with unfounded claims

•

decide whether CNW’s name must be incorporated – here or in the
tagline
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•

if you opt to use “New Westminster” in the campaign Name, CNW’s
two-word, 15-character name will exert pressure to be as concise as
possible, perhaps only a 1-word prefix or suffix

•

or re-name the city!
o

ex. Eindhoven NTL used “Brainport” as a conceptual destination
for their drive to digital innovation – “New Westminster” could be
incorporated visually at the design stage.

Once this 4-part brand distillation is done, they can be inverted as a hierarchy
of messaging, or Brand Profile:
•

Name – This is who we are

•

Tagline – This will be your/our experience

•

Market Position – This is CNW’s unique role

•

Back Story – This is our story

5.2.12 Key Messaging
Out of the Narrative and Brand Profile, a number of key messages, turns of
phrase, preferred terms, tone of voice and cadence will naturally emerge:
•

Create a list of preferred key messages that have surfaced

•

Develop an elevator speech that all stakeholders can:
o

have at the ready

o

use consistently

o

stay ‘on message’.

5.2.13 Other Considerations
Do not attempt this brand exercise in-house, as in tasking a municipal
employee.
Do not have the Narrative drafted by a resident who is not a marketer, such
as a teacher, librarian, amateur historian or local stalwart – though they might
work with words and ideas, the Narrative should be framed specifically from
the perspective of marketing the Intelligent City concept and its relevance to
New Westminster.
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Have the Narrative and Brand Profile researched and written by a
professional or pair of professionals.
The ideal would be a professional marketer who is both:
a) a local who is personally familiar with CNW
b) and au fait with the ICF concept
… a rare combination.
The Committee will likely need to weigh and choose between:
•

a local marketing expert for their firsthand knowledge of CNW

•

an outside marketer familiar with the ICF model

The worst case would be an outside, non-New Westminster agency or
freelancer with no ICF grounding.
A fallback position would be to have the Narrative researched and written by
a local non-marketer, and then have it professionally edited or re-written, but
leave the Brand Profile to a professional.
Concurrently with the Narrative and Brand Profile, develop a Communications
Plan to be ready for execution when the story and messaging are in place.
5.2.14 Communications Plan
Develop a strategy and set of tactics
What media, messaging and means will support your efforts to generate
awareness, garner local buy-in, and present well within the region, country
and the world?
•

Relevant channels to disseminate the discovered needs, solutions
and processes should be aligned with IC values

•

Strategize the optimal balance of media:
o

online – website, blog, social media

o

electronic – email signatures, email template, email blasts, online
survey, PowerPoint template, video, photography

o

print – leaflets, posters, fixed signage, portable signage/display,
swag

o

in-person – addresses, presentations, interviews

o

events – town halls, receptions, open houses, contests,
sponsorships, displays
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•

Identify and engage community spokespeople and advocates

•

Gather external participation and input
o

engage the schools as your ‘street team’ – it’s their digital future!

•

Monitor community activity and buzz

•

Identify and engage media – print, radio, TV, webTV, bloggers, social
media enthusiasts.

5.2.15 Design
Based on your Communications Plan strategy, create a shopping list of
physical and electronic assets to apply your visual identity.
Hire a graphic designer for:
•

Visual identity for the campaign
o

including strict design standards for applying the identity – this is
so printers, sign makers, web programmers and others don’t start
adlibbing with your logo, identity and design elements … or they
inevitably will

•

Specific brand applications to marketing assets (website, email
signatures, signage, electronic newsletter, PowerPoint template, etc.)

The designer will find the Narrative and Brand Profile invaluable.
The Communications Plan will guide their thinking so they can design to suit
the media where you apply the identity and messaging.
5.2.16 Blogsite
Start early and capture the process and experience of CNW’s self-discovery
and ICF learning curve:
•

Make your New Westminster Intelligent Community website and IC
blog the central location of your public presence.

•

All other brand and design applications drive traffic to the blogsite.

•

Structurally, the blogsite can be a microsite on the City’s website
platform – but brand it distinctively and link to the City’s site.

•

You can also walk the talk with a simple WordPress website with
appropriate linkage to the City site.

•

Incorporate the Name, Tagline, and a reader-oriented tweak of the
Market Positioning statement.

•

Identify a blogsite champion to spearhead the site – someone with
clout to ensure the site stays current.
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•

Consider a blogsite manager to write, coordinate and edit content.

5.2.17 Blogsite/microsite content suggestions:
•

Landing page
o

Welcome – key messaging

o

Blog listing – graphics, titles, opening paragraphs, links to blog

o

Video pane – Economic Development, IC stakeholder vignettes,
etc.

•

•

o

social media feeds

o

Outside links

About CNW & the Intelligent City concept
o

Mayor’s / ICAC’s welcome

o

IC concepts

About ICF
o

ICF Intelligent Community summaries

o

Lists of current and past Top7 and Smart21 cities

•

ICAC members and their links

•

Events, announcements, links

•

Resources:
o

Press releases, press clippings

o

PowerPoint presentations, video captures (Council, events, etc.)

o

IC stakeholder advocate vignettes (described below)

o

Task Force Report

o

ICAC documents
!

Sub-Committee documents

5.2.18 The blog section
•

Blogsite manager writes posts, solicits and edits guest posts, sources
license-free visuals, and posts, tags and categorizes the content

•

Schedule a reasonable pace of blog postings – 1 or 2 posts per week

•

Each post need only make one relevant point – do not be overly
general, vague or attempt to be encyclopedic

•

Pace yourself for an information arc of 1-5 years

•

Milestone against the annual ICF Awards cycle

•

Count on ICF Founders and adjudicators visiting your blog!

•

Re-posting other sources is fair game – encouraged, in fact
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•

Use the blog to disseminate CNW data and anecdotes garnered for
the ICF Smart21 Nomination and Top7 Questionnaire submissions:

•

o

as direct excerpts

o

or re-written for better readability

Schedule a rotation of contributed blog posts – spreading it out will
require guests to post only once or twice per year, but will showcase
the breadth of the IC network
o

blogsite manager alternates 1 or 2 posts for each guest post

o

manager assigns dates for guest posts by:
!

ICAC members

!

Sub-Committees and guests

!

Council members

!

City staff

!

Outside guest posts by stakeholders (students, business
owners, advocates, leading citizens, etc.)

•

Provide contributors with simple blog post requirements/outlines to
make posting non-intimidating

•

Content can take forms of official policy statements, professional
observations and aspirations, personal reflections, Q&A (with blog
manager) CNW photographs, smartphone video clips.

5.2.19 Social media
•

Devise and publish a social media strategy

•

Consider the blogsite your central junction for social media activity

•

Identify an IC social media champion and curator – someone who will
be on the key platform to engage in conversation, not just pushing out
one-way announcements

•

Social media champion/curator chooses your tactical social media
channels

•

Prioritize the must-have and nice-to-have social media platforms:
o

Twitter – official account – depends on live or hourly interaction

o

www.trending.info/NewWestminster – Twitter aggregator to
identify and stream local Twitter accounts and IC-related outside
feeds – a more hands-free way of engaging with this dynamic-butdemanding online scene
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o

Facebook – official page – probably a must-have, with a longer
shelf-life and community-based reach – be careful what you title it

o

Remain open to other platforms that may ‘catch’ among local
voices, e.g. if there is a rash of Vine videos among high school
students, or a Linked in discussion about CNW and ICF – these
can often be re-posted on your main social media platform and
blogsite

•

YouTube and video assets – discussion below

•

Seriously consider Google and Facebook keyword advertising:
o

easy to set up

o

targeted

o

controllable, minimal costs

•

Always direct traffic to the blogsite

•

Note: online, social media, etc. can be a black hole of time, energy
and budget, so the City would be well served by setting a modest
retainer budget for a web/blog/social curator.

5.2.20 Print assets
Short and simple:
•

Minimize paper

•

Whatever you would traditionally do on paper, shift to electronic media

•

Spend that money on signage instead – emphasize quality and
durability

•

Placement on City-owned assets – you control the scale, timing and
placement

•

Always drive traffic to the blogsite.

5.2.21 Video
There are opportunities at several levels of sophistication and cost:
•

At the high end, video is expensive but worth it for Economic
Development purposes:
o

Stay high-level – IC and ICF should be a sub-theme woven into
the broader community story

o

If available, use or involve local providers and local talent

o

Keep very close tabs on costs as video at this level is pricey and
budgets quickly run away
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•

Mid-level, consider a series of short, to-the-point talking-head
vignettes:
o

Identify and recruit local influencers (community, business,
education, municipal services, etc.) and independent technology
experts and creative users

o

o

Script 3 broadband-related questions they can all respond to
!

all relate to potential impact on living and working in CNW

!

focus on benefits and anticipated outcomes – vision

Have your key designer generate a common graphic treatment for
the video production company (do NOT let them create it
themselves) – background, title, intro, extro, music, length, editing
style, etc.

o

Post everywhere possible – a YouTube/Vimeo channel, on the
blogsite, City website, Facebook/Twitter/trending, personal
accounts, etc.

•

Street-level, create a student video project or contest:
o

Connect IC initiative with the community’s soft spot for their own
children and education

o

Strategize how to align the usage and themes as demonstration
projects for CNW’s IC and infrastructure initiatives, ex.:
!

smartphone video uploads to leverage Wi-Fi project

!

school PCs – demonstrating student talent, editing capabilities

!

school programs – showcasing student creativity

o

Recruit high school and/or middle-school teachers

o

Engage students’ energy and lateral thinking

o

Assign IC/Internet/community themes

o

Engage online and traditional media for coverage.

5.2.22 Live events
Opportunities to invite, attract and network CNW around IC themes:
•

local innovators

•

tech users

•

thought leaders and public personalities

•

School District: students, teachers, administrators

•

Douglas College

•

seniors
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•

cultural groups

•

business leaders, Chamber, BIAs, etc.

•

… hidden gems discovered while researching Innovation (below).

Change up the formats:
•

By-invitation consultations with influencers

•

Open-house/Townhall presentations

•

TED/Ignite variants

•

Networking events

Ask ICAC members to make IC presentations via their own community
networks, meetings and events, with a canned IC PowerPoint presentation at
the ready:
•

Rotary and other service clubs

•

BIAs, Chamber

•

cultural, faith, recreational, literary, arts and community groups.

5.2.23 Performance Indicators
•

Treat the IC initiative’s public and online presence as a 5-year arc.

•

Pace yourselves in terms of time and effort – emphasize consistency.

•

Invest in the upfront messaging and design – you will be glad you did
within the year.

•

Stagger the introduction of Marketing & Advocacy tactics.

•

Mix and integrate/network the media platforms.

•

All media are funneled to the blogsite.

•

Non-municipal groups are engaged to understand, participate and
spread your Intelligent Community message.

5.2.24 Suggested Timeline
June

– Write the IC Narrative

July

– Craft the Brand Profile and Key Messaging
– Research and write ICF Smart21 Nomination (if ICAC
decides to enter this year)

August

– Strategize and outline the Communications Plan
– Commission graphic identity and design standards

September – Generate IC branded collateral:
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• signage
• web/blogsite
• print & electronic promotional pieces
• other templates (PowerPoint, etc.)
October

– Ready IC brand support for Knowledge Workforce, Digital
Inclusion, and Innovation sub-committee projects and
events

November – Execute Communications Plan
– Launch IC blogsite and social media – have 12 blog posts
done by month end
– CNW/IC launch event
– Announcements, press, video assets, local presentations,
networking kick-off event for key stakeholders
2015

– Track with Key Indicator Sub-Committee events and projects
– Maintain flow of blog and social media, press releases, etc.
– ICF Smart21 application for September 2015.
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5.3. Digital Inclusion
5.3.1

Goals

The goal for CNW is to create an enabling and equitable Digital Economy.
Digital Inclusion acknowledges and addresses the needs of residents and
groups facing barriers of location, physical access, age, language, culture,
race, financial means, and physical and mental capacity that can keep them
from fully participating in the Broadband Economy, and how policy and
projects can open new, even unforeseen, opportunities for them.
5.3.2

Strategies

5.3.2.1 Sub-Committee Input
The ICAC Digital Inclusion Sub-Committee has recommended strategies with
possible initiatives to satisfy those strategies. In particular, New Westminster
Public Library has been engaged in, and has future plans for, activities that
embody the IC value for Digital Inclusion. Rhyzome underscores that libraries
are often key players in the development of an Intelligent Community.
The Sub-Committee has suggested:
1. Create and administer a Digital Inclusion needs assessment
throughout New Westminster.
2. Use those research findings to define programming and service
opportunities.
3. Create teams to plan, implement and evaluate programs and services
on an ongoing basis.
5.3.2.2 Develop Policy to Integrate Digital Inclusion into City-wide Services
Another excellent suggestion by the Sub-committee – awareness of
connectivity needs and barriers at the outset of municipal planning and
implementation will help keep the needs of those on the digital margins in
consideration.
Having such a corresponding municipal policy in place would play well in the
ICF Awards submissions.
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The Rhyzome consultants affirm that the Sub-Committee recommendations
amount to a partnership strategy between public, municipal, private,
institutional and not-for-profit organizations.
5.3.3

Initiatives

1. Create the needs assessment survey and administer it.
2. Define needs and develop programming and services to fill those
needs.
3. Partner with local community groups, private companies and school
district.
4. Determine staffing needs, time and costs required to implement
programming and services.
5. Create basic business plans for programs and services.
6. Create hubs throughout the City for offerings and on-going learning.
7. Develop policy to integrate digital inclusion into City-wide services.
5.3.4

Recommendations

Specific to the Sub-Committee recommendations, the Rhyzome consultants
add the following observations, suggestions, recommendations and
amplifications.
5.3.4.1

Needs Assessment

Key questions to address in the Needs Assessment:
•

Who is active in those spaces, who is at risk, what do they have, and
what do they need now?

•

Looking ahead, what could they do with high-speed Internet access?

•

How can we partner?

5.3.4.2
i.

Needs Assessment Development
Inventory municipal programs and managers relevant to Digital
Inclusion
a. identify a point-person to drive the City’s Digital Inclusion
strategy

ii.

List and contact local access points to provincial and federal support
programs that may yield funding
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iii.

Compile a list of community-based groups:
a. service clubs
b. faith communities
c. not-for-profit organizations
d. public health and education

iv.

Invite all organizations as stakeholders for an information and
orientation meeting:
a. Explain CNW’s IC initiative, ICF and the Digital Inclusion concept
b. Facilitate discussion of the assets and needs among their
respective clientele – brainstorm both needs and new usage
ideas
c. Secure permission to distribute a current state and needs
assessment for them and/or their clientele:
d. Ascertain what media will best facilitate responses: paper, email,
online survey, online collaborative platform
e. Explain that the survey will be designed to reveal and gauge
barriers and/or extend new means of Internet access in their
communities.

v.

Devise and distribute the current state and needs assessment,
covering subjects of:
a. hardware
b. software
c. Internet access – locations, costs, service levels, providers
d. current usage – email, homework, e-government services, Web
research, social media, etc.
e. desired usage
f.

training needs

vi.

Follow up to elicit responses by phone or email

vii.

Compile and organize the data – look for patterns and opportunities

viii.

Discuss the results as a Sub-committee and ICAC.

5.3.5

Performance Indicators

5.3.5.1 Reporting
i.

Interim briefing for Council

ii.

Circulate to other municipal departments for awareness

iii.

Issue press release outlining research project and initial findings.
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5.3.5.2 Follow-up session with the participating stakeholders to present and
discuss findings, and elicit responses.
Encourage them to consider their own initiatives and contributions in light of
the ICAC and Sub-Committee goals.
5.3.5.3 Confer with Marketing & Advocacy Sub-committee re:
appropriateness of using results to generate awareness around Digital
Inclusion and perhaps stimulate other participation.
5.3.5.4. Final and public IC Digital Inclusion Needs Report presentation to
Council and media – invite stakeholders to attend and represent.
5.3.5.5 Sub-committee prioritizes ensuing projects according to:
i.

depth of need

ii.

urgency of timing

iii.

ease/challenge of logistics and location

iv.

anticipated impact

v.

organization, volunteer and clientele willingness to participate

vi.

funding sources.

5.3.5.6 Table recommendations to seek/approve resources and timelines for
at least 1 and as many as 3 Digital Inclusion projects.
5.3.6

Suggested Timeline for Needs Assessment

June/July –

Needs Assessment Steps I-IV

Aug./Sept. –

Needs Assessment Steps V-VIII

October –

Digital Inclusion Needs Report

November –

Follow-up session with stakeholders
Consultation with Marketing & Advocacy SubCommittee re: IC branding applications

December –

Public Digital Inclusion needs assessment report
presented and released

2015 –
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5.3.7

Digital Inclusion and Public Education

5.3.7.1 Goals
School connectivity is a serious issue and an Intelligent Community musthave. The City has a vested interest in ensuring that their own schoolchildren
are not among the digitally at-risk. It is in the City’s interests as an aspiring
Intelligent City to be engaged with the digital needs of their own schools in
terms of awareness, interest, opportunities for input, active support,
partnership.
5.3.7.2 Strategy
The Rhyzome consultants learned that New Westminster’s schools are in the
process of a 1-3-year construction plan to replace middle and secondary
schools. Now is the time to insert the City’s IC priorities and apply the IC
brand, and engage with the process – beginning with the current state of
digital resources, active consultation and advocacy, and tracking and
confirming the coming improvements.
5.3.7.3 Initiatives
As noted at several points in the Intelligent City Task Force Report, the City
would do well to demonstrate awareness and active interest in:
•

the current state of connectivity and digital equipment in their schools,
which the Task Force Report notes as “surprisingly inadequate”

•

the School District’s philosophy, strategy and plans for Internet
access, including mobile and digital media equipment, for the new
facilities – both short and long term.

5.3.7.4 Recommendations
I.

Ascertain the specifics of the current connectivity status of the City’s
schools (benchmarking), and speak to the broadband plans for the new
schools from the City’s IC perspective.

II. Ascertain the state of the District’s views on online education and its
relevance to public education in the City:
• Is it approved?
• Is it applied?
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• Is it encouraged and enabled?
• Are there barriers?
• What is planned?
5.3.7.5 Performance Indicators
I.

ICAC consultation with:
•

School District No.40: Jonina Campbell, Trustee and ICAC member

•

Primary and Middle Schools: Doug Templeton, Director of Facilities
and Operations, School District No.40

•

New Westminster Secondary: Kelly Boechler, Vice-Principal.

II. Report back to ICAC on this highly important issue.
•

Even if everything is in fine form, the exercise of checking, monitoring
and tracking this process should be documented and cited for ICF
submissions to demonstrate intent and progress.

5.3.7.6 Suggested Timeline re: Education
I.

This initial ICAC, District and schools consultation process can be both
informal and immediate.

II. Decisions on how to handle, distribute or advance findings can be made
subsequently.
III. Plans to expand the conversation into the community – teachers,
students, parents, digital providers, etc. – can be considered after initial
consultation with District and school/teacher representatives.
5.3.8

Digital Inclusion and New Westminster Public Library

5.3.8.1 Goals
The public library can be, in fact already is, a pillar of the City’s digital
inclusion strategy. It is immediately apparent that the Library is active and
forward thinking regarding electronic media services and Internet access.
5.3.8.2 Strategy
Ascertain who is being served at the library currently
•

All ages, students, members of large families, middle to low income

•

Those in need of government services and assistance in accessing
them
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•

Do not assume that kids are being adequately prepared – schools
may not be providing the training or technology, parents may not be
able to supply the hardware or teach their children how to utilize it.

5.3.8.3 Initiatives
Needs assessment:
•

What does the library have, what does it need, how is it used?

•

Training could be provided for City staff and non-profits

•

Access is key and while money is often the barrier

•

Other barriers to consider such as disabilities, age, immigration and
culture

•

Library could be the hub for both access and training given that it
already offers many services that can be leveraged.

Others ideas
•

•

Program or other means to provide free devices
o

e.g. volunteer for x hours and receive a device

o

used/refurbished equipment donation

Provide basic software training and programming training for all ages.

5.3.8.4 Recommendations
The Rhyzome consultants commend these ideas, and we recommend they
be pursued and documented for inclusion in an ICF Awards submission. We
would highlight:
I.

Needs assessment – but this need not be overly formal
•

a couple of brainstorming sessions (in meetings or with Powernoodle)

•

generate 6 or 7 viable ideas and select 1 or 2 simple, easy-to-achieve
policies or small-scale events

•

message these findings with CNW’s Intelligent City messaging to
kickstart public awareness and engagement under the Digital
Inclusion banner

•

select and align projects/events with different sectors or
demographics identified in the concurrent broader needs assessment
exercise.

II. Partnering – make this a priority
•

partnering extends reach, attracts support (time, effort, funds)

•

likely partnership options should emerge from the needs assessment
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o

other City departments, the School District (teachers, schools,
students), seniors groups, neighbourhood groups, relevant
not-for-profits, foundations, arts or literary groups, etc.

o

local business owners or advocates ingrained in the
community who would support Library digital/community
events or initiatives

o

regional commercial sponsors may be amenable to
partnership opportunities with such a well established, well
known and resources organization.

III. Solicit IC Marketing & Advocacy support
•

integrate under the umbrella IC brand, identity, messaging and
materials.

5.3.8.5 Performance Indicators
•

Needs assessment.

•

Partner recruitment.

•

IC Marketing & Advocacy consultation and IC branding.

5.3.8.6 Suggested Timeline re: NWPL
Select, run and evaluate 1 or 2 Digital Inclusion projects or events, plus
selection of follow-up projects, to be included in the ICF Smart21 Nomination
form for mid-September 2015:
July/August – Library status, needs & digital inclusion brainstorming
– 2 sessions
September – Project/event proposals and selection
Oct./Nov. –

Project/event partnering and recruitment

January –

Project/event execution

February –

De-brief, evaluate and report

Spring 2015

Follow-up projects or events.

5.3.9

Heritage and Culture

Rhyzome’s Consultants also recommend that similar thought and processes
be applied to the involvement of CNW’s heritage/ archive/culture and
parks/recreation functions. Based on our conversation with Rob McCullogh,
we expect he could be instrumental in this regard.
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5.4 Innovation
ICF differentiates between invention and innovation. They think of invention
as the creation of new products and services, almost ex nihilo, and innovation
as the creative, adaptive application or re-combination of available products
and services.
ICF suggests that any community, organization or individual can be
intentionally innovative by adopting a policy of proactively improving the ways
they operate – teaching, diagnosing, administering, repairing, tracking, hiring,
cleaning, interacting, paying, collecting, and so forth.
5.4.1

Goals

In the Intelligent City context, Innovation is a matter of orientation and
momentum. New Westminster goal is to demonstrate that it is adopting a
policy of taking intentional steps to develop an ethos of innovation.
5.4.2

Strategy

The Rhyzome consultants recommend that New Westminster establish a
foothold to position itself as a city that embraces innovation insomuch as it:
•

Espouses “Innovation” as a value

•

Practices innovation itself to lead by example

•

Recognizes the existing work of local grassroots innovators

•

Fosters new innovation among residents, businesses and institutions.

5.4.3

Initiatives

5.4.3.1 Frame a statement on Innovation as a corporate value for CNW.
5.4.3.2 Support the statement with an corporate innovation program for:
•

current operations – find, acknowledge, brand, reward

•

forward planning – boilerplate, evaluation, branding.

5.4.3.3 Devise a program to highlight Made in New Westminster innovations
among the city’s residents, institutions and businesses.
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5.4.3.4 Form partnerships to identify, endorse, develop and support new
ventures.
5.4.3.5 Two suggestions from the Task Force Report relating to the Anvil
Centre are also worth noting in this context:
i.

Leverage the new [Anvil] centre locally by fostering networks or
events among arts groups and other organizations – N.E.X.T.
New West, [Tenth to the Fraser] etc.

ii.

Leverage [Anvil Centre] for [regional] conferences and
networking events that encourage the exchange of ideas – BC
Tourism, Vancouver Enterprise Forum, etc.

5.4.4

Recommendations

5.4.4.1 Position “Innovation” as a Public Value
•

Innovation is a subjective term – have the Innovation SubCommittee draft a public Innovation value statement for ICAC to
consider and adopt.

•

ICAC refers the statement to the Marketing & Advocacy SubCommittee for alignment and support.

•

Present to City Council for input and adoption as a public policy
statement in the context of CNW’s IC intentions.

•

Research and support the Innovation statement with in-house and
community examples of New Westminster innovation for
validation.

•

Integrate the Innovation value in Marketing & Advocacy’s brand
development and public launch.

5.4.4.2 Develop an In-house Innovation Program
•

Adopt and brand an in-house operations Innovation solicitation
and recognition program.

•

Find and leverage recent examples.

•

Embed Innovation statements and criteria in forward planning
events – RFIs, RFPs, contracts, etc.

5.4.4.3 Made in New Westminster Innovations
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i.

Research the community for motivated, passionate,
enthusiastic people finding new and improved ways of going
about their current lives and livelihoods – such as the monthly
“Saturhack” at the River Market – and other local innovationoriented groups such as Tenth to the Fraser, New West, and
N.E.X.T.
•

Familiarize yourselves with their potential impacts,
ascertain their needs to develop and implement their ideas
or spread their innovations.

•

Mobilize resources to support them – symbolic,
recognition, publicity, connections and introductions,
funding assistance, test projects, etc.

ii.

Facilitate a IC-branded networking and conversation event
between innovators hosted at The Network Hub in the River
Market – consider formalizing as a branded series/program.

iii.

Promote and publicize a CNW-sponsored, branded
workstation at The Network Hub.

iv.

Host a startup – to seed transitions from Douglas College into
the local business community, Rhyzome Consultants
recommend awarding a Douglas graduate a start-up desk at
The Network Hub coworking space in the River Market –
perhaps in exchange for reduced-rate or complimentary
broadband for the Hub through CNW’s municipal network
•

the same could be offered to a New Westminster native
returning from college or university elsewhere who wants
to create a new local business or product

•

brand either as a partnership program under the IC
initiative.

5.4.4.4 Partnerships
CNW alignment with local institutions and businesses will add momentum
and resources (time, energy, participants, budget) to City initiatives.
i.

New Westminster Secondary School – The new high school is a
must-have venue to stage a student innovation event, perhaps in
partnership with Junior Achievement, Chamber of Commerce or local
business groups.
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ii.

Douglas College – The Task Force Report offers ideas for engaging
and partnering with the College, of those [with our refinements or
additions]:
•

Create a College liaison role at the City – liaise with students and
faculty directly, not only with College administration.

•

Create a CNW/Intelligent City award, scholarship or bursary for
City/municipal related research projects [applying
broadband/digital technology in one of Douglas’ disciplines –
branded with CNW’s IC identity.]

•

Create a position [and brand it for IC] to hire a Douglas College
Bachelor’s student to work on an issue or project [that leverages
mobile or high-speed Internet connection – part-time during the
school year, summer employment, or for co-op terms.]

•

While developing CNW’s broadband infrastructure plan, negotiate
with Douglas College as a key municipal broadband
stakeholder/customer – [brand the broadband presence with
signage on campus.

5.4.4.5 Triple-helix Partnership
New Westminster has significant training institutions in two critical sectors:
healthcare and security/law & order. These are also highly organized sectors
with opportunities for partnering with private product and service companies
keen to advance the digital capabilities of public services. Rhyzome
Consultants recommend serious discussions to explore needs, assets and
possibilities with:
•

Justice Institute of BC

•

teaching and training arm of the Royal Columbian Hospital / Fraser
Health.

Discussions could revolve around creating a partnered broadband project
between the City, one of these institutions, and invited relevant/aligned
corporate providers as an Innovation demonstration project and learning
experience. It need not be as monumental as a campus or building (like the
University of Waterloo Stratford Campus), but perhaps digital equipment, a
facilities addition, connectivity enhancements, training events or short-term
program to garner experience and demonstrate the viability of this approach.
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The corporate partner should not just be a promotional financial sponsor, but
stand to both contribute and gain as an opportunity: expertise, perspective,
time & energy, professional connections, etc. from the partnership’s result.
The prospective outcomes for all three sectors (CNW, institution, provider)
could be in the forms of talent, invention, innovation, service, programs, body
of research, networking, promotion, etc.
5.4.5

Performance Indicators

•

Innovation value statement

•

CNW in-house Innovation program

•

In-house Innovation boilerplate

•

Local Innovation inventory and needs assessment

•

Local Innovation networking event

•

Arrange CNW Innovator desk at The Network Hub for local student or
graduate

•

Discussions with New Westminster Secondary and Douglas College
to initiate a young innovator program

•

Initiate discussions with Justice Institute and Royal Columbian
regarding broadband assets, needs, educational possibilities, and
new event or program.

5.4.6

Suggested Timelines

Local Innovation research – Summer 2014
Innovation Statement:
•

draft, approval, branding – Autumn 2014

•

adoption & launch – November 2014

CNW in-house Innovation program – January 2015
Curriculum discussions re: New Westminster Secondary, Douglas College
– initiate Autumn 2014
•

reportage re: discussions – Winter 2015

•

new program announcements – Spring 2015

Innovation network event – Spring 2015
Host a startup – Spring 2015
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Triple-helix partnership:
•

preliminary meetings with institutes: needs and ideas – Autumn
2014

•

private partnership meetings – Winter 2015

•

partnership/program announcement – Autumn 2015

5.5. Knowledge Workforce
Stirring the Local Talent Pool
There are two sides to this coin: retraining local workers with new digitally
relevant skills, and cultivating or attracting new digital talent. Bear in mind that
this does not mean everyone needs to know how to write software, but that
they be able to use a tablet or scanner on the shop floor, read a digital
blueprint, transfer files, telecommute, process online purchases, etc.
5.5.1

Goals

The goal for CNW is to help their own kids and student visitors to engage in
their own digital futures. The ‘pivot’ is that while everyone is immersed in
digital productions, participation in intramural creative projects, competitions
and awards can ignite students’ awareness and vision for their own creativity
and potential in ICT and digital media – as creators, not just consumers.
5.5.2

Strategies

To demonstrate initiative in this field, Rhyzome’s Consultants sees broadly
based opportunities to reach out to the city’s residents with the IC message
and ethos by engaging the IC model with present digital needs among:
•

middle and secondary schools

•

post-secondary institutions

•

the immigrant population.

5.5.3

Initiatives

5.5.3.1 Public Schools
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The City can demonstrate active interest in the District’s and/or provincial
Ministry’s plans for school curricula in ITC, Computer Engineering and Digital
Media as part of its Knowledge Workforce initiative.
5.5.3.2 In a more proactive approach, the City and local stakeholders can
propose the development of new educational content that addresses the
digital and broadband realities that students were born into – ultimately to
inspire them to become creators of technology and content, not just
consumers.
5.5.3.3 As referenced in the Innovation section, consider a citywide, student
digital media competition or showcase centred around IC themes of
community, engagement, digital lifestyle, digital inclusion, personal
connection, physical surroundings, etc. Leverage the CNW/IC brand,
messaging and themes.
5.5.3.4 Douglas College
Tomorrow’s Knowledge Workers are today’s students. In addition to the ideas
mentioned earlier under Innovation, the City could increase its retention of
Douglas graduates by cultivating the students’ bonds with the city as a great
place to live and/or start a career or business, even as commuters
5.5.3.5 The Task Force Report cites an forthcoming post-degree diploma at
Douglas in ICT – the ICAC Sub-Committee should learn more and lend
support as it can.
5.5.3.6 Hansen International Academy
Hansen is a new and rapidly growing institution for post-secondary students,
chiefly from India and China. The students are Internet-savvy and “Digital
Native” Millennials with high technology expectations. The Academy is also
expressly positioned as an “immigration on-ramp” – a Knowledge Worker
retention opportunity for New Westminster as a place to settle.
5.5.3.7 Other Vocational Skills Training
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There is a variety of skills and career-oriented training institutions in New
Westminster, from digital movie effect production to alternative healthcare
services to denturist qualifications. There are two opportunities here:
•

facilitating enhanced Internet-enabled course instruction contributing
to the viability of these businesses

•

retention of Knowledge Workers with fresh skill sets.

5.5.3.6 New Canadians
CNW justifiably takes pride in its mix of cultures, races and faiths. Aligning
and leveraging this affinity for newcomers with IC values and enabling digital
platforms would be a natural way to demonstrate progress in fostering a
Knowledge Workforce:
•

equipping immigrants with low digital skills

•

attracting immigrants with high levels of digital skills and broadband
needs/expectations.

5.5.4

Recommendations

5.5.4.1 The Rhyzome Consultants recommend that inquiries with the School
District and Ministry of Education as to their ITC curriculum plans, with
reflections back to both in light of CNW’s IC initiative.
5.5.4.2 Approach the District and Ministry to broach the subject of developing
and piloting curricula in digital technologies, particularly as an opportunity to
leverage the new high school facilities.
As an example, Stratford students have benefitted by several innovative
programs launched by the local school board in cooperation with the
provincial ministry – specifically in the areas of online learning, ITC, Digital
Media, and Energy. These figured significantly in Stratford’s successive ICF
Global Top7 Intelligent Community designations.
5.5.4.3 Rhyzome notes the Task Force Report’s suggestion of “City presence
on [Douglas’] campus and graduation ceremonies.” Going one better, we
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recommend engaging at Orientation as the students are settling into the
community, rather than as they are leaving:
i.

Create a branded orientation event/contest for frosh week.

ii.

City orientation packages for new students so they venture off the
campus and get to know the city.

5.5.4.4 Housing costs and availability are surely issues – Rhyzome’s
Consultants recommend taking the opportunity to leverage New
Westminster’s relative affordability to bond tech-savvy off-campus residents
with the city as a place to remain when they graduate and find work or create
a business, or perhaps return to raise a family:
i.

Host an IC CNW information session for potential landlords/hosts
explaining the City’s interest in attracting and retaining stable, wellpaid Knowledge Workers.

ii.

Host a “speed-dating” event for housing introductions between
Douglas students and landlords and homeowners who take boarding
students.

5.5.4.5 Research Hansen Academy and other skills training institutions
regarding their current broadband needs and possibilities for enhanced
instruction, relevant digital technologies (such as Internet communications,
Cloud applications, digital health data, etc.) enabled via broadband.
5.5.4.6 Welcome and engage Hansen’s and other institutions’ trainees to
bond their training experience with New Westminster as a place to live and/or
create a business when they complete their training – perhaps in conjunction
with the aforementioned housing events (6.4.4).
5.5.4.7 Align IC and Knowledge Workforce planning relating to immigrants
with CNW Social Planning goals, strategy and programming – particularly
with an eye to coordinate efforts with partner organizations: New Westminster
Public Library, post-secondary training institutions, and community cultural
and support networks.
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5.5.4.8 Investigate possibilities for CNW/IC participation/presence with the
trainees and/or the training curricula at the Justice Institute and Royal
Columbian Hospital (see 6.4.5).
5.5.5

Performance Indicators

Knowledge Workforce efforts should eventually reflect in census and local
Economic Development data. Now would be the time for benchmarking
exercises that could prove invaluable later:
5.5.5.1 Benchmark New Westminster workforce and employment statistics
i.

Begin with StatsCan and provincial statistics.

ii.

Other sources: Chamber of Commerce, Partners in Employment,
staffing agencies, college placement departments.

5.5.5.2 Research relevant school board or provincial education level and
graduation statistics.
5.5.5.3 Local employer survey
i.

Proactive research to verify the felt needs of local employers, BIAs,
Chamber of Commerce.

ii.

Perform a corresponding consultation or SWOT exercise.

5.5.5.4 Local training institute survey
i.

Research and consultations to ascertain current needs and digitally
driven possibilities.

5.5.5.5 Reportage generated from consultations with School District 40 and
Ministry of Education representatives.
5.5.5.6 Consultations with education officials regarding the possibilities for
innovative school curricula geared to the Broadband Era.
5.5.6

Suggested Timelines

Summer 2014 – Statistical Knowledge Workforce benchmark research
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Summer 2014 – Statistical education benchmark research
Autumn 2014 – Clarification of CNW and other local services as channels to
reach and support immigrants and other new arrivals to
New Westminster
Autumn 2014 – Initiate ITC curriculum consultations with School District 40
and Ministry of Education
Autumn 2014 – Include Knowledge Workforce as consideration in partnership
discussions with Justice Institute and Royal Columbian
(see 6.4.5)
Winter 2015 – CNW/IC branded Knowledge Workforce needs and
opportunities consultations with local private and public
employers
Winter 2015 – CNW/IC branded Knowledge Workforce education
consultations with local education and training institutions.
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6. Intelligent City Roadmap Timeline
The following is the suggested timeline for implementing the Roadmap;
May 2014 – Roadmap Presentation
•

IC Roadmap with strategies, tactics and timelines delivered and
evaluated

•

IC Roadmap presentation to City Council

June 2014
•

ICF Summit in New York

•

delegation attends for IC reconnaissance
o

relevant best practices

o

networking: imprint CNW presence by attending sessions and
asking lots of questions

o
•

consider 2015 ICF theme and applicability in New Westminster

5 Sub-Committees proceed with individual Action Plans with research,
events and projects

June-July 2014
•

ICF Summit delegates’ report back with recommendations re: ICF
engagement, Awards

•

ICAC to decide on ICF Awards participation for September 2014, or
postpone until 2015

•

Sub-Committees consider their Action Plans in light of ICF annual
theme

•

Marketing & Advocacy – develop and deliver Narrative and Brand
Profile

August-September 2014
•

Marketing & Advocacy develop CNW/IC Communications Plan

•

Commission CNW/IC brand identity and design standards

•

September – begin generating IC branded collateral

•

5 Sub-Committees publish respective Action Plans with IC branding
o
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•

If ICF Awards are embraced, research and write Smart21 Nomination
o

submission – usually 3rd week of September

October 2014
•

5 Sub-Committees’ Action Plans proceed
o

Marketing & Advocacy equips IC Sub-committees to launch
publicly

o

ICAC to work closely to ensure alignment and resources

November 2014
•

launch CNW/IC branding, messaging, blog

•

launch event: gathering of local advocates and stakeholders

•

announce Sub-Committee research results, consultations and
tentative proposals

December 2014
•

continue with Sub-Committee announcements

•

year-end reports for 5 Sub-Committees’ Action Plans

January 2015
•

circulate ICF Top7 announcement results and relevant background
material

•

ongoing Marketing & Advocacy, social media, etc.

•

5 Sub-Committees’ individual Action Plans continue

Winter-Spring 2015
•

respective IC consultations, planning, projects and events

•

Marketing & Advocacy ongoing

May 2015
•

semi-annual public reports on 5 Sub-Committee Action Plans, events
and projects

June 2015
•

CNW delegation attends ICF Summit in New York
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•

circulate Top Community of the Year results, including annual ICF
theme for 2016

•

Marketing & Advocacy, social media, etc.

•

5 Sub-Committees’ projects and events ongoing
o

driving to results for September’s Smart21 Nomination

July-August 2015
•

research and write Smart21 Nomination for September
o

review of submission

•

ongoing Marketing & Advocacy, social media, etc.

•

5 Sub-Committees’ Action Plans, events and projects continue

September-October 2015
•

ICF Smart21 Nomination submitted 3rd week of September

•

Smart21 announcement event – October
o

gather advocates and stakeholders, official invitation for media

o

reinforce camaraderie

o

reinforce branding, messaging

o

circulate results

o

de-brief meetings

•

Marketing & Advocacy, social media, etc.

•

5 Sub-Committees’ semi-annual Action Plan reports.
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9. About the ICF Awards
The Intelligent Community Forum is a New York-based think tank formed by
three Co-Founders, two Americans and a Canadian, to promote best
practices that leverage broadband in economic and community development
in the digital, online era. Their ICF Awards program is an annual cycle to:
•

draw attention to and explain the issues and opportunities in the
digital era

•

research and share policies and best practices among municipal
governments for renewed and sustained prosperity

•

celebrate achievements of communities successfully navigating the
promises and pitfalls of the Broadband Economy.

In general, ICF is an internationally recognized source of:
•

fresh perspective, successful strategies and actionable ideas for
public policy

•

case studies of challenges and achievements of communities who
have successfully transitioned from old economies to new, digitally
enabled economies

•

networking relationships with other likeminded communities, leaders,
and practitioners.

“Intelligent City” and CNW Strategic Plan
ICF’s Intelligent Community Key Indicators are retention and attraction
strategies that align well with, and often span, the wide ranging dynamics
identified in CNW’s current strategic plan. Here is how the ICF parameters
overlay the strategic plan’s priorities:
•

Livable Community – Digital Inclusion, Infrastructure, Innovation

•

Maintain or increase non-residential tax base – Marketing &
Advocacy, Infrastructure, Knowledge Workforce, Innovation

•

Maintain or increase share of employment – Knowledge Workforce,
Infrastructure, Marketing & Advocacy (attraction), Innovation
(business creation)
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•

Diverse Economy – Innovation, Knowledge Workforce, Infrastructure,
Digital Inclusion

•

Retain heavy industry as long as possible – Infrastructure, Knowledge
Workforce, Marketing & Advocacy

•

Capture growth in strong areas – Infrastructure, Knowledge
Workforce, Innovation

•

Growth in public and private sectors – Innovation, Knowledge
Workforce, Digital Inclusion, Marketing & Advocacy, Infrastructure.

Policies, projects and lasting relationships generated in the ICF framework
would support all of the strategic plan priorities.
As the City of New Westminster has adopted the Intelligent Community model
and organized itself around ICF’s Key Indicators as a good ‘fit’ for its own
community and economic development plans, this brings us to the matter of
entering the ICF Awards annual cycle.
The Annual Awards Cycle
•

Hundreds of cities and municipal regions around the world apply to be
named among the year’s Smart21 Intelligent Communities.

•

The Smart21 are invited to supply another document to be designated
a Global Top7 Intelligent Community.

•

Each city selected for the Top7 is visited for 2 days by one of the 3
ICF Co-Founders for data verification and firsthand observation.

•

One of the Top7 is deemed the year’s Top Intelligent Community of
the Year at the annual ICF Summit in New York.

Here’s how the annual cycle plays out:
June

Annual ICF theme announced

July

Smart21 Nomination forms are released

August

Research and writing Smart21 Nomination

September

Deadline for Smart21 submissions

October

Smart21 announced at an ICF conference
hosted by the previous year’s Top Intelligent
Community
Smart21 cities invited to submit Global Top7
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Detailed Questionnaires
December

Deadline for the Smart21 communities to submit
Global Top7 Questionnaires

January

Top7 announced atannual Intelligent Communities /
telecommunications conference in Hawaii

March/April

Co-Founders’ site visits to the Top7 Communities

June

ICF Annual Summit in New York
Top7 cities are profiled and awards presented
The Top Intelligent Community of the Year is
announced
Following year’s ICF theme announced.

ICF Awards Insights
•

Some 300 to 400 communities are reputed to engage in the awards
process each year (ICF holds some information close to its chest)
o

The cities range in population from tens of thousands to tens
of millions – Stratford is 32,000, Chongqing China is
32,000,000 and both were in the Smart21 for 2011.

•

The evaluation process is somewhat opaque, but appears to be
distributed (demonstrating objectivity), including:
o

a panel of ICF alumni adjudicators and/or a team of ICF
Analysts

o

the Co-Founders’ site visit notes and observations

o

an offshore analytics firm that processes, scores, benchmarks
and ranks the submissions.

•

There is no entry fee for entering either the initial Smart21 Intelligent
Communities round, or the Global Top7 round.

•

There are expenses if communities are designated Top7 and they
wish to be considered for Top Community of the Year:
o

expenses for the ICF Co-Founder assigned to a 2-day site visit
for firsthand verification and personal impressions of the Top7
community

o

expenses to send representative(s) to New York for the annual
ICF Summit conference to participate in Top7 presentations
during the conference
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o

Top7 communities are expected to bring and present a short
economic development / Intelligent Community video for the
live Top7 presentations

o

the Top Community of the Year is expected to host the next
ICF October conference when the next Smart21 cities are
announced.

ICF Awards and Benefits
The ICF process offers benefits that are both internal and external. The key
overall benefits to a community engaging with the ICF Awards process are:
•

Self-examination, discovery and local awareness

•

Validation and support for renewed efforts to improve local digital and
online capacity and capability (services and costs)

•

New projects and events to strengthen public and private community
awareness and engagement

•

Benchmarking against the successes of other communities around
the world

•

Strategies, policies and best practices for the digital era

•

Economic development strategy and marketing

•

Awareness of municipal initiatives and their value

•

Renewed interest in communitywide prosperity.

Externally, ICF Smart21 and Global Top7 designations are both significant,
internationally benchmarked third-party validations of local policies and
practices that legitimize a city’s marketing claims to:
•

preparedness to accommodate clean, data-dependent industries

•

a good fit for forward-thinking companies, technology startups and
entrepreneurs

•

efficient services, a tech-adept workforce and balanced community
values

•

demonstrated values of livability for tech-savvy residents and a
creative, inclusive local culture.

In the words of Stratford’s Economic Development Officer whose job it is to
convince outsiders to take a closer look at Stratford as the right place to
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establish new facilities and create employment, “That Top7 logo makes my
job a whole lot easier.”
The Awards and Costs
For a City’s administration, the annual cycle can serve as an internal exercise
to examine, research, consider, draft and present a community-wide digital
narrative for:
•

the ICF Awards submissions and event participation

•

strategic projects, practices and branding across a multi-year ICF
process

•

identifying successes or gaps in policies and practices that keep pace
with digital technology

•

refreshing the City’s own overall branding in light of the digital
economy

•

re-focused brand applications where municipal marketing has become
tired or disjointed

•

renewed energy in messaging for media relationships, community
engagement, awareness among outside audiences

•

city staff engagement and alignment.

The largest cost to any community of entering the awards cycle is mostly in
the time and effort of researching and writing the submissions. Note that ICF
calls their submissions ‘Nomination’ and ‘Questionnaire’, and not ‘Application’
– likely to reinforce a more collegial tone for the win/win sharing of best
practices versus a competitive pageant or playoff series of winners and
losers.
Large urban centres will not find these costs onerous, where smaller cities
might balk. However, in Stratford’s experience there has been significant
willingness in the private sector to support ICF efforts through sponsorship:
•

local businesses who see opportunity to invest in the health of their
community

•

technology companies interested in aligning with a forward thinking
city that embraces the possibilities presented by digital and
broadband solutions.
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The research and writing of the submissions can be as large a task as the
underlying story warrants:
•

The Smart21 Nomination document is more narrative and should
weigh in around 15 pages in length, dense with focus and small type
size, though more is permitted if the material remains relevant and
high-quality. (The form is in Microsoft ‘Word’ with a word count limit,
but this is easily breached – they just want to discourage padding and
repetition.)

•

Sample Smart21 Nomination forms by previous ICF Communities of
the Year are available to help communities gauge expectations.

•

The Top7 submission is more detailed and data-driven to elaborate on
the Smart21 themes, and are expected to total around 25 proteinpacked pages – again, with flexibility if the richness of the material
warrants.

•

Top7 applications are not distributed by ICF – communities decide for
themselves how public they want to be with their information.

•

The research and writing of the ICF submissions is time-consuming
as the questions, stories and data are broadly based, touching nearly
all aspects of the life of a community:
o

governments and public policy

o

education

o

healthcare

o

social support

o

utilities and public services

o

economy, business, commerce

o

innovations and practical creativity

o

families, lifestyles, quality of life

o

geography and location

o

transportation

o

communications

o

employment

o

demographics, social patterns and needs

o

arts and culture

o

tourism and public spaces

o

community awareness and cohesion.
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•

As to the cost of paying a researcher/writer/editor to research, write
and refine the Smart21 Nomination form, it depends on several
factors:
o

ready access to sources – CNW’s scale works in its favour here

o

the amount of material that’s there to unearth – lots of stories
means lots of value, lack of material points up gaps to be
addressed

o

personal, local knowledge can be a head start, but the first round
of research leads can be quickly compiled – it’s the depth, detail
and rendering of the document that will be most time-intensive

o

most research is conducted by phone – face-to-face is
occasionally helpful but more time-consuming

o

hope for, and expect, surprises – a key benefit of the ICF process
is uncovering little- or unknown needs and activity in the
community.

To Enter or Not to Enter
It is worth underscoring that of the five Intelligent Community Indicators, only
one (Infrastructure) is primarily technological, while in the other four
(Knowledge Workforce, Digital Inclusion, Innovation and Marketing &
Advocacy) broadband technology plays a supporting role to the people, ideas
and projects using that infrastructure. This makes the ICF story broadly
based in the community and inherently about cultivating the city’s general
health and prosperity, not a precarious reach for a technological brass ring.
Recommendations
The Rhyzome Networks’ Consultants confirm that:
•

A Smart21 Nomination for the autumn of 2014 would be an instructive
and revealing exercise for New Westminster.

•

A ‘practice lap’ (as one ICAC member termed it) would familiarize City
staff and volunteers with the breadth and depth of the ICF culture,
requirements and benefits.

•

The research and writing exercise will very likely unearth and highlight
hidden pockets of both innovation and need, and their connections
and contributions to New Westminster as a community.
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•

ICF can add focus, awareness, urgency and a sense of direction to
CNW’s need and prospects for economic revival in the digital
economy.

•

The ICF process will give community leaders, economic stakeholders,
institutions, service providers and general citizenry a rallying point, a
unifying exercise for the common good of the community.

•

The ICF requirements and outlook often prompt new initiatives for
community betterment and economic renewal that are relevant to
digital and online realities.

10. Appendices
Pew Research has compiled a set of 15 trends and scenarios affecting the
shape of our digital future:
http://www.pewinternet.org/2014/03/11/15-theses-about-the-digital-future
For examples of the added value of strategic partnerships and their impact in
the world of major brands, this article offers current illustrations:
http://www.fastcodesign.com/3027047/3-reasons-why-co-making-is-thefuture-of-branding
ATTACHMENTS
“Utility to Successful Utelco”, Mott MacDonald, 2010
“Smart Cities of the Future”, Canadian Chamber of Commerce, 2012
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Utility to Successful Utelco

Executive Summary

During the last 20 years utility companies around the world have sought to
establish their own commercial telecommunications businesses, commonly
referred to as Utelcos. The Utilities team at Mott MacDonald has been involved in
a number of the most significant and successful efforts made by Utilities to enter
into the telecom sector, and this involvement continues today – particularly in the
developing markets where conditions are ripe for another round of Utelco
initiatives. With the sector becomingly increasingly focussed on smart meter rollout, and its impact on core business and networks, new opportunities may emerge
for utilities to move higher up the telecom value chain.
This white paper looks at the strategic rationale for entry into the
telecommunications sector, outlines the best approach based on our experience
of managing this for our clients, identifies some of the key challenges that may be
faced and looks at the opportunities which may be leveraged in the not too distant
future.
For utilities to successfully enter the telecommunications market there are typically
three economic enablers present:
 Market Demand – from either the retail or wholesale telecom sector for
additional services and capacity in the market place
 Utility Network Capacity – where a utility has the necessary coverage and
capacity to deliver to a market segment
 Regulatory Reform/Market Liberalisation – this needs to be true of both the
energy and telecommunications sector
In addition to these, the management of the utility will normally be driven by some
or all of the following corporate drivers;
 The desire to generate additional sources of revenue
 The desire to maximise the return on under-utilised assets
 The desire to cut costs of internal service provision
A combination of these economic enablers and corporate drivers presents the
‘perfect storm’ for the creation of a Utelco business. It should be borne in mind
that no two Utelcos are entirely the same, however – each one needs to be
uniquely suited to its’ market, management capability and network. This alignment
of opportunity and capability is crucial to the creation of a successful Utelco.
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It is our experience that once created, and if successful, the Utelco will
increasingly become independent of the Utility from which it originated. Initially,
the utility is the ‘anchor’ customer of the Utelco, and has a great deal of
management input into how the Utelco is managed and owned. Over time, we
typically see Utelcos break away from the originating utility to become entirely
separate entities as revenue from other customers becomes a higher proportion of
income, and management seek greater autonomy and alternative sources of
investment and ownership.
The entry of utilities into the telecommunications sector is a well-recognised and
logical opportunity – but is not without its challenges. Telecom markets have
typically been deregulated ahead of the energy sector and this exposure to
competition will usually mean that competitors are already nimble – including the
incumbent telecom operator. Adding to the competitive melee is not enough utilities need to target segments, price aggressively and offer levels of service at
least equivalent to the best in the market to survive.
Utelcos can struggle to retain focus on its core customer – the Utility itself. While
contractual arrangements are often made to ensure this doesn’t happen,
management time will inevitably become consumed with acquiring new customers
and building a self-sustaining business. The upside for the utility can be that it now
has a clearer basis upon which to benchmark the services it receives with other
players in the market – which is an effective mechanism of lowering costs, or at
least ensuring that you are getting the best available price in the market.
In summary, utilities are generally well suited to compete in the telecom sector.
Technically they often have nation-wide networks suitable for telecommunications
traffic, while commercially they have existing business-to-business and businessto-consumer relationships that can be leveraged to enter the market. However,
while the logic of market entry is generally understood the transition from utility to
successful Utelco is fraught with challenges. Utilities should seek to be clear on
the business opportunity, understand their own capability to deliver and be
prepared to do things differently in new markets.
The future development of intelligent infrastructure networks, smartgrid and
smartmetering, may offer greater opportunities to electricity distribution
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businesses to service the telecoms wholesale and retail sectors. It is considered
the support of smart energy networks will mean greater penetration of high
bandwidth communications towards the end customer. With many governments
also trying to ensure greater penetration of commercial broadband services to end
customers the distribution businesses may find they have a competitive
advantage in the telecoms sector which they have never had in the past.
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1.

Strategic Rationale for Utelco

This section looks at the common strategic reasons why utilities have entered the
competitive telecommunications sector. The principal enablers for utilities entering
the telecom market are shown in Figure 1.1 (below).
Figure 1.1:

The optimal Utelco environment

ECONOMIC ENABLERS

Market
Demand

Utility
Network
Capacity

Regulation
Telecom/Energy

Identify
Identifyalternative
alternativesources
sourcesofofrevenue
revenue
Maximise
Maximisereturn
returnon
onassets
assets
Reduce
Reducethe
thecosts
costsof
of
internal
internalservice
serviceprovision
provision
CORPORATE DRIVERS

Source:

Mott MacDonald, 2010

This is explained in more depth below:
1.1

1

Economic Enablers
•

Market Demand - requirements identified from either the retail
or wholesale telecom sector for additional services and
capacity within the market place.

•

Utility Network Capacity – where a utility has the necessary
infrastructure coverage and capacity to deliver to a market
segment.

•

(De)Regulation in both telecoms and energy markets –
utility companies with high bandwidth networks are recognised
by governments and telecom regulators as a fast track to
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national competition, albeit Utilities face regulatory pressures
of their own to ensure they are transparent and avoid crosssubsidy.
1.2

Corporate Drivers
Generally speaking these initiatives have taken place in a context of
wider economic reform and, in particular, the commercial separation of
utilities from state control and the introduction of some competition into
the utility market. These market conditions have put pressure on utilities
to consider the following:
 Maximise return on assets. Utilities with telecommunications
infrastructure are commonly not maximising the potential return from
their assets through internal service provision alone. Entry into the
telecom sector can offer a relatively low risk means to additional
revenue.
 The need to identify additional sources of revenue. Both
competitive utilities and cash-strapped monopolies are compelled to
look for additional revenue either to increase the ‘stickiness’ of the
customer proposition, or simply to generate cash. Telecom service
can offer adjacent opportunities that leverage the network, customer
relationships and billing systems etc.
 Reduce the costs of internal service provision (or, at least,
ensure that the Utility is getting the right price). Commercialisation
and competition in the utility sector has led many
telecommunications departments to become more efficient and
driven clarity in service definition with more transparent measures of
performance. Internal delivery can now often be benchmarked
against provision in the market place and sometimes lead to the
outsourcing of the telecom function to 3rd Parties. Conversely,
Utelcos have moved into the delivery of outsourced managed
service to additional clients.
In addition to these general conditions, Utilities now find themselves
entering into a new wave of technology investments. Traditionally
technology has been used as a passive means of monitoring the
network. Smart Grid and Metering initiatives are exploring the potential
to use technology to actively manage and optimise the network with
significant cost benefits (cash, environmental and social). Thus Utility
telecom networks – particularly the distribution elements – will place an
ever greater reliance on higher bandwidth access technologies – both
from a network and device perspective. This may mean that Utilities
begin to invest in technology that allows access into customer premises
that can run additional services over and above the Utility’s ‘smart’
requirement.

2
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2.

Addressing the opportunity

While certain conditions need to prevail to allow the Utelco to develop (as
discussed in the previous chapter) the history of Utelcos over the last 25 years has
demonstrated that they come in many different shapes and sizes. This is for a very
important reason. In order to be successful, the Utelco must be adapted to meet
the requirements in its chosen market and must utilise the network and skills at its
disposal. It is this alignment of resource and opportunity which is critical in Utelco
development.
In our experience a utility considering Utelco development will (quite
rightly) look to develop a business case for consideration by a range of
stakeholders – which will typically include the Utility board, Government
ministries and regulatory agencies, financial institutions and potential
partners. These need to address the following components outlined in
Figure 2.1below:
Figure 2.1:

Business Case & Strategy development

Delivery
Resource &
Capability
Commercial &
Operational
Strategy

Differentiated
Value
Proposition
Business Case
& Strategy

Financial
Assessment

Regulatory
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Market/Industry
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Source:
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2.1

Business Case & Strategy Development
These headings are summarised briefly below:
 Market/Industry Analysis. This is very likely to be the first step on
the path to developing the Utelco. It is important to build up a
thorough understanding of the market and industry in which the
Utelco will operate. Identifying growth trends, capacity and structural
constraints, regulatory conditions, the level of competition, market
segments etc. It can also be useful for identifying the right partner
organisations where the Utelco may need to augment its network,
service or skill set.
 Delivery Resource & Capability. Needs to assess the
technological infrastructure available and determine whether it
provides sufficient quality and coverage as a platform for
commercial service. It is also crucial to assess the skills and
competence of managers and engineers within the telecom
business – the transformation from internal service provision to
commercial service is often underestimated.
 Differentiated Value Proposition. Understanding the market and
the internal capability should lead the utility towards developing a
differentiated value proposition – a statement that clearly spells out
the uniqueness and quality that the Utelco will bring to the market
and to whom it will be able to sell. This is true regardless of how
simple or sophisticated the Utelco plans to be. This value
proposition will provides the framework for the major decisions that
remain to be made.
 Regulatory Engagement. Regulatory regimes differ from market to
market 1 and across sectors within the same national boundary.
What is common is that new telecom operators will always require a
licence of some kind, and that energy market regulators will closely
scrutinise and venture into different markets. Utelcos will typically
have significant reporting requirements on an ongoing basis which
will require dedicated resources within the organisation.
 Commercial & Operational Strategy. This tackles decisions
regarding network management and procurement, pricing, partner
and supply chain strategy, funding and ownership and
organisational structure.
 Financial Assessment. Clearly a financial case will need to be
made that will demonstrate the potential of the project, expressed
ultimately in a Net Present Value calculation. In our experience this

_________________________
1

4

Regional harmonization has been a slow process all over the world
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NPV is arrived at through integration of a suite of quantitative
models as shown below:
Figure 2.2:

Financial Assessment – integration of quantitative models
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Demand
Demand
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Source:
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Mott MacDonald 2010

The construction of these models relies significantly on the qualitative
decisions reached in the strategy making process.
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3.

Business Model Alternatives & the
Utelco Lifecycle

This section looks at the various business model alternatives available for market
entry and examines the general trajectory of Utelcos once they are created.
3.1

Utelco Operating Models
The operating models of a Utelco have been long established and are
categorised into three key areas:
 Internal – delivering voice and data services purely in support of the
internal utility business.
 (Wholesale) Carriers Carrier – the utility rents spare capacity to
telecommunications service providers and internet service providers.
A range of services may be offered ranging from dark fibre through
to leased bandwidth and fully managed IP services. However, a
telecommunications service operators licence is not required as
services are not offered directly to end customers
 (Retail) PTO – the utility becomes a fully fledged and licensed
Public Telecommunication Operator. Such organisations usually
split from the parent utility at this stage into a separate legal entity in
order to satisfy industry regulators and create a clear partition
between regulated and un-regulated income and investment.

6
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Figure 3.1:

Source:

Established Utelco Operating Models

Mott MacDonald, 2010

These various models take on various forms commercially and target
different segments often involving partners. Table 3.1(below) provides
some generic examples of the different forms these businesses can
take.

Table 3.1:

Business Model examples

Business Type >
Target Market
Service Description

7

Dark Fibre/Facilities
Provider

Wholesale Carrier

Retail Operator

Operators, ISPs

Operators, ISPs, Large
Corporate

Corporate, SME,
Consumer

Dark Fibre

High Capacity Leased
lines, differentially priced

Voice, data, IP,
differentially priced
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Business Type >
Commercial Framework

Dark Fibre/Facilities
Provider

Wholesale Carrier

Retail Operator

Utility ownership, no SPV

SPV created,
infrastructure leasing

SPV, minority interest,
retains fibre. Complex
billing, service
management,
interconnect

Very light management
required

Small org, external input
to supplement Utility
competence

Full org, contact centre,
major external input from
partner required

Basic provisioning,
network monitoring

Carrier grade service
levels, extend NOC

High volume, fast
provisioning, high
availability, NOCs,
distributed maintenance

As is, build with power
investments

Investment in PoPs,
further coverage,
independent of power

Full coverage access
network

Limited Investment
required

Utility, and possible
equity partner or debt
finance

Major Investment, equity
partner and debt finance

Low Value, low growth

Better value, scalable

Higher value, but very
challenging

Low Risk, limited benefits

Medium risk, reasonable
return

High risk, potential high
returns, but competitive
market

Fibre/Site rental - no
billing

Management Structure/Resource

Performance Framework

Network

Financing & Investment

Value
Risk

3.2

The Different Utility Sectors
The following description on business models is supported by the large
number of electricity transmission businesses around the world that
have created and operated successful Utelco companies by servicing
demand in wholesale services. Similar wholesale business models
have been successfully implemented in electricity distribution
companies and in a few cases in Europe and South America,
distribution business Utelcos have penetrated the retail sector.
Opportunities also exist specifically in the wholesale market for gas and
water companies. For gas transmission companies with extensive
underground high pressure pipelines, it is reasonably risk free to lay
optical fibre with the pipes and generate revenue from the wholesale
markets. There are also examples of municipal water and waste water
management companies also installing optical fibre to deliver high
bandwidth services in the wholesale market within metropolitan areas.

3.3

Utelco Lifecycle
The creation of a Utelco generally follows a standard evolutionary path.

8
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At the outset, the utility identifies a requirement to create a dedicated
telecommunications team to deliver voice and data services within the
organisation. This is often triggered by the utilities requirement for a set
of services which fall outside the standard portfolio of most
telecommunications operators (e.g. deterministic and low latency, very
high service availability, very demanding fault and fix levels, connection
to geographically remote locations). It is often more cost effective for
the utility to build and operate its own dedicated network and create an
associated support organisation internally. This is shown in the bottom
right corner (“Internal service provision”) of Figure 3.2, below:
Figure 3.2:

Utility and Utelco – divergent paths
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Due to the economies of scale associated with building such networks,
and the operational bandwidth requirements necessary to safely and
efficiently run the utility network being relatively small, there is generally
a significant amount of spare capacity within these networks which is
not utilised.
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It is therefore common for utilities to explore opportunities to generate
revenue from this spare capacity by leasing it to third parties (PTOs and
ISPs) and hence the ‘Carrier’s Carrier’ model is borne.
Such a model can generate solid income for the utility, for relatively low
investment as both the infrastructure and support organisation to
service it already exist. The only investment on behalf of the utility is the
initial business development and ongoing contract and service
management activities necessary to satisfy the client.
Evolving into a fully functional PTO represents a significant step change
for the utility. The investment is likely to be significant (licence costs,
deployment of enhanced network management systems, larger
organisational wrap to support the business etc.) and the risk of
entering an established and highly competitive market cannot be
underestimated. However, for a successful market entrant, the return is
potentially significant.
To mitigate the risk and to create isolation between the two
organisations, it is common for the utility to sell off the Utelco at this
stage (this usually includes the skilled labour force). The fibre assets
(which are often physically embedded within the utility network
infrastructure particularly in the case of OPGW) remain within the
ownership of the utility. The utility then outsources its
telecommunications services to the newly created PTO and becomes
‘just another customer’.
This model is favoured by utilities because telecommunications is not
their core business. Internal communications teams are viewed as cost
overhead which is created by a lack of suitable product and service
provision within the commodity telecommunications market place. By
creating a PTO from a Utelco, the utility has access to a service
provider that can deliver the specialist products and demanding service
levels that it requires but at competitive market rates - cheaper that it
could achieve internally.
This model works very well in the early years, but our experience has
shown that as the newly formed PTO focuses on building its brand and
client portfolio, it often becomes less focussed on the utility, and the
quality of service delivered can be compromised. The PTO, if
successful, also represents a sound investment opportunity for the
larger telecommunications players and may become subject of
acquisition. In this event, any privileges that the utility enjoyed may be
eroded, and indeed they may even find that the specialist products and
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services that they require are removed from the service provider’s
product portfolio altogether.
Presented with this problem, the utility has little choice but to build up its
internal capability once more and the Utelco lifecycle is complete.
Figure 3.3:

Source:

The Utelco lifecycle

Mott MacDonald, 2010

As shown in above in Figure 3.3, we have recently witnessed the
completion of the cycle where utility clients are re-investing in fibre
infrastructure having completely divested its telecom asset base to its
Utelco many years ago. This provides a cautionary tale for any utility in
that one needs to take a very long view when making decisions about
these apparently non-core but strategic assets.
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4.

Future Developments

Traditionally, a Utelco would ascend the value chain by transitioning from being an
internal service provider, to a Carrier’s Carrier and eventually a Public Telecoms
Operator where the greatest levels of return could be achieved. This model was
particularly attractive to Transmission System Operators as they had electricity
networks with national reach. However, the advent of ‘Smart Grids’ and ‘Smart
Metering’ may provide a stimulus for the creation of new opportunities for Utelco
services at a regional level, particularly suited to the Distribution Network Operator
4.1

Getting ‘smart’
The electricity utility is currently undergoing the greatest transformation
since its inception. Environmental concerns across the world have
triggered the need for the electricity industry to contribute to the
reduction of CO2 emissions, improve energy efficiency through the
network and increased the amount of renewable energy within the
generation mix. The roll-out of so called ‘Smart Metering’ platforms and
indeed the subsequent creation of ‘Smart Grids’ are being pushed by
governments world wide in an effort to provide ‘near’ real-time
measurement of customer demand so that strategies can be
implemented to control and reduce it. The industry has become
focussed on the operational complexity that these technologies will
create – however it is important not to loose sight of the opportunities
that will be created.
Key to the success of these ‘smart’ initiatives will be the deployment of
ICT systems deeper in the utility network; not just to the primary and
secondary substations, but eventually right through to the end customer
at the meter point. The communication product portfolio to achieve this
level of connectivity already exists today - through a combination of
fixed, broadband or wireless services. The communications platform
therefore is not a problem - the challenge will be how and who will be
responsible for collecting, aggregating and processing the data, which
in turn may define who will own and operate the communications
network.
Distribution Network Operators (DNOs) may find that as part of the
necessary deployment of communications systems to support ‘Smart
Metering’ initiatives, they become the operators (if not the owners) of
such networks. With last mile communications connectivity to every
premise / customer within their region, new opportunities for Utelco
services could be created.
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DNOs may wish to deliver such services through:
 Self provision - where the DNO owns and operates the network
itself
 Partnership or joint venture – where the DNO enters a
commercial relationship with another interested parties or specialist
service providers.
 Consortium – where the DNO joins with other DNOs to form cross
regional or even national networks
At face value, entry into such an established and highly competitive
environment as the telecommunications market may appear unviable.
Over time, the existing telecommunications operators have driven down
the cost of service, whilst increasing the quality of service, making it
almost impossible for new market entrants to compete on a like for like
service basis. However, the Utelco has a unique set of attributes which
could provide a significant differentiator and ease entry into the market.
Key to this is the utility’s geographic footprint; because the utility has to
be deliver electricity to even the most remote geographical areas, the
main infrastructure to support communications services already exists.
This means that the Utelco has the capability to deliver a wide portfolio
of communications services (for a relatively small level of investment)
into physical locations where it may not be commercially viable for the
telecommunications operator to do so.
Particular opportunities exist then for Utelcos to deliver services to
residential and business users such as rural broadband and fixed and
mobile services to developing communities. If the Utelco does not wish
to sell services directly to end users, the combination of leasing spare
space and capacity at its various sites and towers in association with
last mile connectivity may prove very attractive to telecommunications
operators.
Opportunities to deliver new ‘back office’ services may also be created.
Smart Metering, and in particular the introduction of differential tariffs
will create a requirement for real-time billing systems to be deployed.
The data processing engines within these systems could be used to
provide managed billing systems for third parties.
4.2

Smart Networks – A New Opportunity
Smart Metering does not just apply to the Electricity Industry. In many
parts of the world, smart metering initiatives are being piloted in the gas
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and water sector. However, it is fair to say that the electricity industry
leads the curve, and the associated deployment of communications to
the end user to enable connection of the smart meter is likely to be led
by it. It is therefore anticipated that the majority of Utelcos formed from
such an opportunity will emerge from the electricity sector. This creates
the opportunity for the Utelco to sell communications services to the
water and gas companies as and when legislation to roll-out smart
metering in those sectors takes place.
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Introduction
On October 24, 2012, the Canadian Chamber
of Commerce and the Calgary Chamber of
Commerce joined forces to present Smart
Cities of the Future, a conference that brought
together some of Canada’s top opinion leaders
and decision-makers from the private sector,
government and academia to discuss how
to design better, smarter and more
sustainable cities.
Eighty per cent of Canadians reside in urban
areas, up from 60 per cent in 1950. The United
Nation predicts that by 2050, 86 per cent of
Canada’s population will live in an urban area.
Urbanization is not unique to Canada. More
and more people are clustering in urban
areas across the globe, in both developed and
developing countries.1
Cities are a primary driver of economic growth,
innovation and opportunity. They are powerful
magnets for highly skilled and educated workers
and gateways for new immigrants. They are

1

centres of business, generators and suppliers of
financial capital, important trade hubs for both
goods and services, and the focal points of global
commerce. They house substantial infrastructure
assets and major institutions that power regional
prosperity and the nation’s quality of life. These
critical characteristics make cities strategic
leverage points for strengthening the national
economy and competitiveness.

United Nations, Department of Economic and Social Affairs, Population Division. “World Urbanization Prospects: The
2011 Revision.” April 5, 2012.

T

he Canadian Chamber is committed to fostering
a strong, competitive and profitable economic
environment that benefits all Canadians. This paper is
one of a series of independent research reports covering
key public policy issues facing Canada today.

Economic Policy Series Sponsored by

We hope this analysis will raise public understanding
and help decision-makers make informed choices. The
papers are not designed to recommend specific policy
solutions, but to stimulate public discussion and debate
about the nation’s challenges.

Cities also confront significant challenges. The
scale and pace of urbanization is straining
physical infrastructure, fiscal capacity and
natural resources. Mass urbanization is
challenging institutions and governance
structures that often lack the capacity and
flexibility to respond to fast-paced growth.
Many cities around the world have launched
“smart city” initiatives to support sustainable
urban development. The term “smart city”
has been applied to a variety of concepts
but is generally used to describe a city that
has deployed and integrated on a large scale
advanced information and communications
technology (ICT), including wireless and
broadband connections, advanced analytics

software and intelligent sensors to achieve
significant improvements in efficiency and in
the quality of life, and to help change behaviour
among residents, businesses and government so
cities can grow in a more sustainable way.
Many of the most important innovations will
lie below the skin of the city, and they will be
in a state of constant evolution. They will be
expensive to implement; however, properly
done, the benefits generated can dwarf the
costs involved.
This report focuses on the evolving role of
cities in the global economy, how cities are
transforming themselves to attain a competitive
advantage and why being “smart” is key to
sustained economic growth and prosperity.

The Urban World Is Shifting
The scale and pace of urbanization is
transforming the world’s economy.
In 2007, 600 cities worldwide accounted for 60
per cent of global GDP.
•

•

Half of global GDP came from 380 cities in
the developed world (with more than 20 per
cent of global GDP coming from 190 North
American cities alone).
The 220 largest cities in developing regions
contributed 10 per cent of global GDP.2

By 2025, one of every three cities in the
developed world and one out of 20 cities in
emerging-market economies that were part of
the 2007 list will no longer make the top 600. By
2025, 136 new cities are expected to enter the top
600, all from the developing world and most—

100 new cities—from China. Companies looking
for the most promising markets will find another
different list of potential urban hot spots.3
By the year 2025, more than 20 of the world’s top
50 cities ranked by GDP will be located in Asia,
up from eight in 2007.4
“By 2025, the City 600 will be home to an
estimated 310 million more people of working
age—and account for almost 35 percent of the
expansion of the potential global workforce.
Almost all of this increase is likely to be in the
cities of emerging-markets—and two-thirds in
the leading cities of China and India.”5
Cities, particularly those in the developed world,
will require new ways to stay competitive and
attractive to skilled labour, entrepreneurs,
businesses and investors.

2

Dobbs, Richard, Sven Smit, Jaana Remes, James Manyika, Charles Roxburgh and Alejandra Restrepo. “Urban World:
Mapping the Economic Power of Cities.” McKinsey Global Institute. March 2011.
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Ibid.
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Dobbs, Richard, Jaana Remes and Sven Smit. “Urban Economic Clout Moves East.” McKinsey Global Institute.
March 2011.
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Mapping the Economic Power of Cities.” McKinsey Global Institute. March 2011.
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The Fortunes of Cities Will Depend on the
Strategies They Adopt
Rapid urban growth creates new challenges
for local governments across the globe. Many
cities have outgrown the capacity of their
infrastructure, the design of their transportation
systems and their ability to deliver adequate
public services, making it difficult to get things
done effectively and efficiently.
“Cities that under-invest in infrastructure
and fail to keep pace with their expanding
population and their demands—or that invest
inefficiently or in the wrong capacity—can hit

6

barriers to growth. Conversely, if cities manage
their capacity building well, there is a huge
opportunity not only for the world’s investors
but also to lock in more productive, less costly
and environmentally friendlier operations
for decades.”6
Cities that provide well functioning and efficient
environments for businesses and individuals
will be more able to attract and retain skilled
workers and sustain more productive and
profitable businesses.

Dobbs, Richard, Jaana Remes, James Manyika, Charles Roxburgh, Sven Smit and Fabian Schaer. “Urban World: Cities and
Rise of the Consuming Class.” McKinsey Global Institute. June 2012.
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Cities Are Transforming Themselves to
Attain a Competitive Advantage
Many cities are exploring the “smart city”
concept to improve efficiencies, optimize how
they use largely finite resources and become
better places to live. They are deploying new
information and communications technology
to strengthen services across different sectors
and to build an intelligent digital nervous
system supporting urban operations. “This
instrumentation creates brand new data points
about, for example, the efficiency of a city’s
water or transport systems. In addition to being
instrumented, different parts of a city’s systems
can be interconnected, so that information flows
between them. With the greater digitization
and interconnection of a city’s core systems,
the newly gained information can be used for
intelligent and informed decision making.”7

generate, smart cities can make buildings more
efficient, reduce energy consumption and waste,
and make better use of renewable energy.
They can manage traffic intelligently, monitor
how infrastructure performs, provide better
communications infrastructures, deliver services
much more efficiently, and enhance citizens’
access to government.

Additionally, “ICT approaches, including
e-governance, enable access to information
and time-saving convenience for citizens.
When properly deployed and managed,
these technologies allow cities to save capital
expenditures while transforming government
personnel and citizen behaviour to become more
sustainable over time.”8

According to ABI Research, $8.1 billion was
spent globally on smart city technologies in
2010. Spending is projected to reach $39.5
billion by 2016. ABI Research expects $116
billion in cumulative spending on smart city
technologies from 2010 to 2016. Currently,
smart grids account for the bulk of spending
on smart city technologies, but ABI Research
foresees a significant increase in investments
on smart transportation technologies and smart
governance systems going forward.9

By incorporating information and
communications technology and strategically
exploiting the vast amounts of data they

The important thing about the smart city concept
is that it uses intelligent systems to manage
common services. The infrastructure needs to be
sufficiently flexible so that it can be constantly
updated—the very essence of intelligent
technologies is the speed at which they evolve.
Many of the technologies being put in place
today may soon become obsolete.

7

Dirks, Susanne and Mary Keeling. “A Vision of Smarter Cities: How Cities Can Lead the Way Into a Prosperous and
Sustainable Future.” IBM Institute for Business Value. June 2009.

8

United Nations. “Shanghai Manual: A Guide for Sustainable Urban Development in the 21st Century.” 2010.

9

ABI Research. “$39.5 Billion Will Be Spent on Smart City Technologies in 2016.” Press Release. September 8, 2011.
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Smart Cities of the Future
New Songdo City

Masdar City

New Songdo City near Seoul, South Korea is
perhaps the most ambitious smart city project
currently underway. The mostly privately
financed project is being constructed on
reclaimed land. It will be home to 65,000 people
when completed in 2015 and will boast many of
the latest green technologies.

Perhaps the best-known smart city in the world
is Masdar City—a planned development in Abu
Dhabi in the United Arab Emirates. While the
Abu Dhabi government is organizing the project,
many local and international firms are helping
design and plan the city. Masdar is being built
to diversify Abu Dhabi’s economic base and
create an indigenous, technology-exporting
knowledge economy. When it is completed by
2025, the city will be home to 40,000 residents
and 1,500 businesses—most specializing in green
technology and clean tech products.

Smart homes are at its heart. Front doors,
lighting, air-conditioning, heating, security
systems and even blinds and curtains can
be controlled by electronic devices such as
smartphones, PCs, tablets and touch-screen
pads. Residents have access to teleprescence
units for video conferencing friends and family,
businesses, government offices, hospitals,
schools, shopping centres and banks.
Fibre optic broadband threaded throughout the
city connects residents and sends a constant data
stream to the computer processors that help
operate Songdo. Sensors in the roads measure
vehicle loads, adjust traffic measures and dim
the LED-lit streets when no one is around.
Radio frequency identification tags on cars send
location data to a central hub, identifying black
spots (sections of road with a high occurrence
of accidents) and tweaking signals to ease
congestion. Homes are equally efficient as
power companies monitor the use of electrical
appliances to better understand how residents
use energy and set the grid to adapt.
Around 40 per cent of Songdo is green space.
Rooftop vegetation helps to reduce storm water
and soak up the sunshine during hot spells,
which in turn helps cool the city. Rainwater
traps and recycled grey water from sinks and
dishwashers dramatically reduce the need for
fresh water. Refuse is automatically collected by
a network of vacuum pipes.

The entire city is being built on a platform. Below
the platform sits the smart infrastructure—a
Personal Rapid Transit system (driverless podshaped vehicles powered by solar electricity
and guided by magnetic sensors), a Light
Rail Transport system, utility services, waste
management and recycling facilities, and a fibre
optic network for communications.
One of the levels below the city’s platform
will accommodate a Freight Rapid Transport
system that will operate on a dedicated magnetic
guideway and will make up to 5,000 trips per
day delivering goods to the city’s businesses
and residents.
There will be no need to dig up city streets to
undertake repairs—all infrastructure hardware
will be easily maintained via full height access
points under the city’s platform. Electronic
sensors will notify of service problems and faults.
Eighty per cent of water used in the city will
be recycled, with grey water used for crop and
landscaping irrigation. Storm water will be
collected in pools.
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Above the platform, the city will showcase many
kinds of green technology—in its energy-efficient
buildings, its production systems, its educational
and research institutions, its open spaces and
recreation areas. The city will rely entirely on
solar energy and other renewable energy sources
(wind, geothermal and hydrogen power). It will
use 75 per cent less energy than a similar sized
city of typical construction.

PlanIT Valley
PlanIT Valley is a sustainable city development
near Porto, Portugal that will be home to 225,000
people when it is completed in 2015. Much of the
city is being built using prefabricated parts that
come with the smart technology pre-installed.
The city will operate with a virtually non-existent
carbon footprint.

The entire city and its buildings will be
monitored around the clock by 100 million
sensors that will transmit data on anything
from traffic levels, power consumption, water
usage, waste processing and infrastructure
condition and performance. “When you leave
your home to go to work, the temperature will
be automatically turned down so as to avoid
wasting energy. If your bathroom leaks, your
new-generation automated domestic system
will call a plumber to report the problem. And
if you’re in your car, looking for somewhere to
park, an on-board computer will automatically
inform you of the available nearby spaces.”10
PlanIT Valley will integrate research universities
focused on emerging smart technologies. The city
is also being designed as a living laboratory for
businesses to showcase new technologies and to
test out emerging smart innovations. The project
is mostly privately financed.

Making an Existing City Smart Is
More Challenging
Grand designs are possible only when building
a city from scratch. Retrofitting existing
infrastructure with smart technologies can be
complex, disruptive and expensive. Moreover,
there are multiple parties, stakeholders and
processes involved, requiring clear sighted
orchestration and oversight. Cities also face
budget constraints, and governments funds
are already committed or assigned to
other purposes.
Some cities are undertaking smart revitalization
initiatives, one step at a time.

10

Sustainable-Mobility.Org. “PlanIT Valley - The New Smart City in Portugal!” May 16, 2012.
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Amsterdam Metropolitan Area
The Amsterdam Smart City, a public-private
joint venture, is held up as the example of how
to retrofit a city, step-by-step, to fuel sustainable
economic growth and a high quality of life.
Businesses, government, research institutions
and the people of Amsterdam have partnered
to develop the metropolitan area into a smart
city. In essence, the metropolitan area has been
turned into an urban living laboratory that
allows businesses to both test and demonstrate
innovative products and services. The most
effective initiatives can then be implemented on
a larger scale.
Thirty projects, focusing on energy transition
and open connectivity, have been launched: 300
power hook-ups have been installed to recharge
electric cars; solar panels have been installed on
Amsterdam’s historic townhouses; infrastructure
upgrades allow households to sell energy from
small-scale solar panels and wind turbines back
to the city’s electricity grid; data on energy
consumption is sent to consumers via mobile
phones; smart meters have been installed in
hundreds of businesses and homes; billboards
are powered by solar energy; and sea vessels
can hook up to shore power stations that
allow green energy to replace noisy, polluting
diesel generators.

Rio de Janeiro
Smart technologies are bringing efficiencies to
this large city beleaguered by serious operational
problems. “What is happening here reflects a
bold and potentially lucrative experiment
that could shape the future of cities around
the world.”11

In December 2010, Rio inaugurated its city
operations centre, a citywide system that fully
integrates data from 30 city agencies, all under a
single roof. “City employees in white jumpsuits
work quietly in front of a giant wall of screens—a
sort of virtual Rio, rendered in real time. Video
streams in from subway stations and major
intersections. A sophisticated weather program
predicts rainfall across the city. A map glows
with the locations of car accidents, power failures
and other problems.”12 By leveraging real-time
information, they are able to anticipate
problems, coordinate available resources and
respond quickly.
In addition to using all the information gathered
to manage the city, the data is shared with
the population on mobile devices and social
networks so they can better manage their
daily lives. The virtual operations platform
also integrates information that comes in from
citizens and city employees via phone, radio,
e-mail and text message.
The operations centre will continuously evolve to
integrate more city departments and information.

Stratford, Ontario
It may come as a surprise that a very small city
in Southwestern Ontario tops the global charts
in the smart city category. In 2012, for the second
year in a row, the Intelligent Community Forum
ranked Stratford as one of the top seven cities
in the world for creating uniquely powerful
innovation ecosystems on a foundation of
information and communications technology.
Two other Canadian cities, Quebec City and
Saint John, made the Top Seven Intelligent
Communities of the Year list.13

11

Singer, Natasha. “Mission Control, Built for Cities.” The New York Times. March 3, 2012.

12

Ibid.

13

The other four cities are Austin, Texas; Oulu, Finland; Riverside, California; and Taichung City, Taiwan.
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With an underground fibre optic grid already in
place, in 2010, Stratford completed deployment
of a high-performance wireless network to meet
energy conservation objectives as well as provide
high-speed connectivity to the entire community
to increase inclusiveness and stimulate
economic growth. The city now has the digital
infrastructure of a major metropolitan area.

Cities like Stratford recognize that “innovation in
intelligent communities brings together business,
government and institutions in a dynamic
partnership that produces results ranging from
better and cheaper service delivery to citizens,
to the birth and growth of entrepreneurial
businesses and vital new institutions.”15 This is
evident in Stratford.

Stratford is reaping the benefits of its dualpurpose network strategy. Its smart metering
initiative is helping the city and its customers
reduce both electricity consumption and utility
bills. Energy consumption data is collected and
transmitted to end-users wirelessly in real time.
Customers can adjust their schedules to take
advantage of off-peak, lower rate periods during
the day and night. It also helps to reduce the
potential of brownouts during peak usage hours.

•

The Stratford Institute for Digital Media
(a new partnership of universities,
governments, business and the creative
sector) was established in late 2010 to
help define and advance Canada as a
digital nation.

•

The University of Waterloo recently opened a
satellite campus in Stratford with a focus on
digital media. Stratford was considered the
perfect setting for the new campus because
of its great mix of digital infrastructure
and creativity.16

•

The Waterloo Stratford Campus is one of the
anchor hubs in the Canadian Digital Media
Network, a national Centre of Excellence for
Commercialization and Research.

•

Two secondary schools in Stratford now
offer major programs in digital media and
information technology.

•

Stratford is the centre of a four-hospital
regional partnership. They lease fiber from
Rhyzome Networks and other providers to
connect physician groups and family doctors
in the area. The network also connects
health care laboratories and specialized care
units to serve hospitals, clinics and medical
professionals to deliver timely and better
quality health care services.

The same network that is helping to conserve
energy also offers ultra high-speed Internet
access to residents, city workers, businesses,
visitors and government agencies. The
network has excess capacity to support
additional applications.
The network is publicly-owned and managed
by the city’s data infrastructure company
(Rhyzome Networks) and its electrical utility
(Festival Hydro). Both are wholly owned by
the City of Stratford. Rhyzome rents fiber and
wireless broadband capacity on the network to
local carriers and internet service providers who
deliver the services to the Stratford community.
This also provides the city with an additional
revenue stream. It is a “means of capitalizing on
a valuable city-owned asset.”14

14

Beitz, Michael. “Venture Offers Stratford the Switch.” Stratford Beacon Herald. November 20, 2011.

15

The Municipal Council of the Corporation of the City of Stratford. “Stratford City Council Agenda.” 4396th Meeting
Regular. May 14, 2012.

16

Haddrall, Lynn. “UW Joins Stratford on Road to the Digital Future.” The Record.com. October 6, 2012.
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•

•

•

Some of Canada’s largest banks have located
critical data, IT and loan processing centres
in the community.
Global technology giants—both domestic
and international—are using Stratford’s
high-speed wireless network and underlying
fibre optic grid to pilot technology. Indeed,
many of the investments made in Stratford
have taken place because it is being used as
a test lab. “These companies have discovered
in Stratford a forward-thinking populace,
creative business culture, and leading edge
infrastructure offering manageable size, with
enough critical mass to yield meaningful
results, yet scalable for global markets.”17
“An organic technology-centric culture
has been emerging with founding of
startups, IT and tech commuters calling
Stratford home.”18

Few Canadians are aware of the changes that
have been made in Stratford. Significant as they
are, they are incremental, not revolutionary.
Stratford’s experience suggests that smart
technologies are equally relevant in smaller
communities, although they may be used in
different ways, such as for distance learning,
telecommuting or telemedicine.

Richard Florida’s 3Ts
According to Richard Florida, one of the world’s
leading urban studies theorists, cities that will
come out on top will be those that fare best
in terms of the 3Ts—technology, talent and
tolerance. “Each is a necessary but by itself
insufficient condition for prosperity; for real
innovation and sustained economic growth a
place must offer all three.”19
Florida adds that “tolerance—or, broadly
speaking, openness to diversity—provides an
additional source of economic advantage that
works alongside technology and talent. The
places that are most open to new ideas and that
attract talented and creative people from across
the globe broaden both their technology and
talent capabilities, gaining substantial
economic edge.”20
In essence, he writes, cities “act as giant petri
dishes, where creative types and entrepreneurs
rub up against each other, combining and
recombining to spark new ideas, new inventions,
new businesses and new industries.”21

17

Mathieson, Dan. “The Triple Helix Model: Stratford’s Public/Private/Education Partnerships.” The Economic Development
Journal of Canada. 2012.
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Canada 3.0 Digital Media Forum. “City of Stratford – The Festival City Makes Intelligent Moves.” City of Stratford
Backgrounder Final 2012. April 2012.
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In Summary
Until the mid-twentieth century, the study of
economic growth largely revolved around firms
and nations. Little emphasis was placed on
the importance of location. Economic thinking
has progressed considerably since then. We
have come to recognize that “places give rise
to a variety of talents and specialties, the broad
diversity of which is vital to spur innovation…
Cities just don’t get bigger in size; they become
multifaceted and differentiated” and in doing
so, they “are the well-spring of new innovations
that generate new work and the new branches of
industry.”22 In other words, cities have become
the engines that drive innovation, economic
growth and living standards.
Cities attract people because of the economic and
social advantages they offer. Rapid urbanization
presents a wide range of challenges for cities, not
only to their economic performance but also to
the quality of life of their residents, sustainable
resource use, fiscal performance and governance.
Future growth and prosperity will depend on
how well cities manage these challenges.
At the same time, the balance of global economic
power is shifting to cities in the developing
world, particularly toward Asia where new
economic urban dynamos are emerging and
existing ones are expanding rapidly. “China’s
economic transformation resulting from
urbanization and industrialization is happening
at 100 times the scale of the first country in the
world to urbanize—the United Kingdom—and at
ten times the speed.”23 Cities, particularly those
in the developed world, will require new ways to
stay competitive and attractive to skilled labour
and businesses.

Cities that embrace innovation—including
smart technologies that enable well-functioning
and efficient environments for their citizens
and businesses—can position themselves to
thrive. They can attract talent, new business
development and investment and significantly
increase their competitiveness.
When it comes to building the smart cities of
the future, partnerships are the key to success.
“Cities need to deploy common platforms across
multiple service layers to drive economies of
scope and scale, and to generate a unified and
coherent ‘customer experience’ for its citizens.
This will increase the complexity of the urban
ecosystem of digital services, driving a greater
than ever need for effective partnerships and
clear sighted orchestration to align the large
number of stakeholders.”24
The private sector can be a source of funding,
ideas and innovation and can share lessons
learned from other projects. It can work with
local governments to deploy and integrate
advanced information and communications
technology that will help cities achieve maximum
performance and sustainable economic growth.
It can also provide for real-time oversight and
management of projects.
“In this era of tight governmental budget
constraints, capital efficient solutions
delivered by highly competitive public private
partnerships are likely to be the business model
that wins favour with municipal buyers.”25
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